
 

Episode 3 Proteus 
 
Ineluctable modality of the visible: at least that if no more, thought through my eyes. 
Signatures of all things I am here to read, seaspawn and seawrack, the nearing tide, that 
rusty boot. Snotgreen, bluesilver, rust: coloured signs. Limits of the diaphane. But he 
adds: in bodies. Then he was aware of them bodies before of them coloured. How? By 
knocking his sconce against them, sure. Go easy. Bald he was and a millionaire, maestro 
di color che sanno. Limit of the diaphane in. Why in? Diaphane, adiaphane. If you can put 
your five fingers through it it is a gate, if not a door. Shut your eyes and see. 
 
Stephen closed his eyes to hear his boots crush crackling wrack and shells. You are 
walking through it howsomever. I am, a stride at a time. A very short space of time through 
very short times of space. Five, six: the nacheinander. Exactly: and that is the ineluctable 
modality of the audible. Open your eyes. No. Jesus! If I fell over a cliff that beetles o’er his 
base, fell through the nebeneinander ineluctably! I am getting on nicely in the dark. My 
ash sword hangs at my side. Tap with it: they do. My two feet in his boots are at the ends 
of his legs, nebeneinander. Sounds solid: made by the mallet of Los Demiurgos. Am I 
walking into eternity along Sandymount strand? Crush, crack, crick, crick. Wild sea 
money. Dominie Deasy kens them a’. 
 
     Won’t you come to Sandymount, 
     Madeline the mare? 
 
 Rhythm begins, you see. I hear. Acatalectic tetrameter of iambs marching. No, agallop: 
deline the mare. 
 
Open your eyes now. I will. One moment. Has all vanished since? If I open and am for 
ever in the black adiaphane. Basta! I will see if I can see. 
 
See now. There all the time without you: and ever shall be, world without end. 
 
They came down the steps from Leahy’s terrace prudently, Frauenzimmer: and down the 
shelving shore flabbily, their splayed feet sinking in the silted sand. Like me, like Algy, 
coming down to our mighty mother. Number one swung lourdily her midwife’s bag, the 
other’s gamp poked in the beach. From the liberties, out for the day. Mrs Florence 
MacCabe, relict of the late Patk MacCabe, deeply lamented, of Bride Street. One of her 
sisterhood lugged me squealing into life. Creation from nothing. What has she in the bag? 
A misbirth with a trailing navelcord, hushed in ruddy wool. The cords of all link back, 
strandentwining cable of all flesh. That is why mystic monks. Will you be as gods? Gaze in 
your Omphalos. Hello! Kinch here. Put me on to Edenville. Aleph, alpha: nought, nought, 
one. 
 
Spouse and helpmate of Adam Kadmon: Heva, naked Eve. She had no navel. Gaze. Belly 
without blemish, bulging big, a buckler of taut vellum, no, whiteheaped corn, orient and 
immortal, standing from everlasting to everlasting. Womb of sin. 
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Highlight

Ben
Underline
In tortured translation, roughly: "The inevitable pattern of visible objects" Exact source unknown, but Aristotle does argue in De Sensu et Sensibili (Of Sense and the Sensible) that the substance of a thing perceived by the eye is not present in the form or color of the perceptual image.  This is in contra-distinction to sound and taste, which involve a "becoming," or an inter-mixture of substance and form, in the perceptual image. In effect, Aristotle says that the ear participates in (and thus can modify) the substance of what it hears, but the eye does not.

Ben
Underline
 Jakob Boehme (15751624), a German mystic, maintained that everything exists and is intelligible only through its opposite. Thus, the "modality" of visual experience stands (as signatures to be read) in necessary opposition to the true substances, which are spiritual identities. As John Sparrow put it in his prefatory notes to translations of Boehme's The Forty Questions of the Soul and The Clavis (1647: reprinted London, 1911), p. xi: "Boehme, not being yet sufficiently satisfied with two visions of 'the divine light,' went forth into the open fields, and there perceived the wonderful or wonderworks of the Creator in the signatures, shapes, figures and qualities or properties of all created things, very clearly and plainly laid open; whereupon, being filled with exceeding joy, kept silence, praising God," In The Clavis (p, 19) Boehme remarks that Mercury, "the word or speaking," means "the motion and separation of nature, by which everything is figured with its own signature." Boehme begins chapter 1 of his Signatura Rerum (The Signature of All Things) with proposition 1: "All whatever is spoken, written or taught of God, without the knowledge of the signature is dumb and void of understanding; for it proceeds only from an historical conjecture, from the mouth of another, wherein the spirit without knowledge is dumb; but if the spirit opens to him the signature, then he understands the speech of another; and further, he understands how the spirit has manifested and revealed itself (out of the essence through the principle) in the sound of the voice."

Ben
Underline
The Irish educator, philosopher, and Church of Ireland bishop of Cloyne George Berkeley (16851753) argued in An Essay Towards a New Theory of Vision (Dublin, 1709) that we do not "see" objects as such; rather, we see only colored signs and then take these to be objects:  "Sitting in my study I hear a coach drive along the street; I look through the casement and see it; I walk out and enter into it. Thus, common speech would incline one to think I heard, saw, and touched the same thing, to wit, the coach. It is nevertheless certain the ideas intromitted by each sense are widely different, and distinct from each other; but, having been observed constantly to go together, they are spoken of as one and the same thing" (section 46). 

Ben
Underline
Aristotle's theory of vision, as developed in De Sensu et Sensibili (Of Sense and the Sensible) and De Anima (On the Soul). In De Anima Aristotle argues that color is the "peculiar object" of sight, as sound is that of hearing. In De Sensu he postulates that the "Translucent" (diaphane) is "not something peculiar to air or water, or any of the other bodies usually called translucent, but is a common 'nature' and power, capable of no separate existence of its own, but residing in them, and subsisting likewise in all other bodies in a greater or less degree .... But it is manifest that, when the Translucent is in determinate bodies, its bounding extreme [limit] must be something real; and that colour is just this 'something' we are plainly taught by facts colour being actually either at the external limit, or being itself that limit, in bodies .... It is therefore the Translucent, according to the degree in which it subsists in bodies (and it does so in all more or less), that causes them to partake of colour. But since the colour is at the extremity of the body it must be at the extremity of the Translucent in the body" (from 439a, b, The Works of Aristotle, trans. J. A. Smith, ed. W. D. Ross [Chicago, 1952], voL 1, p. 676).

Ben
Underline
Aristotle has proven the existence of "bodies" in a manner similar to Dr. Samuel Johnson's (J 70984) refutation of "Bishop Berkeley's [see 3.4n] ingenious sophistry to prove the nonexistence of matter, and that everything in the universe is merely ideal" (James Boswell, Life of Johnson, 6 August 1763).Boswell reports, "I shall never forget the alacrity with which Johnson answered, striking his foot with mighty force against a large stone, till he rebounded from it, 'I refute it thus.'''

Ben
Underline
Medieval embellishments of the rather sparse biographical information about Aristotle. 

Ben
Underline
 Italian: "master of those that know." From Dante's description of Aristotle in the Inferno (4: 131). 

Ben
Underline
The opaque.

Ben
Underline
 A parody of Dr. Johnson's manner of definition in his Dictionary of the English Language (J 755). Johnson's entry on "Door": "Door is used of house, and gates of cities and public buildings except in the license of poetry." 

Ben
Underline
German: "One after another ... Side by side." In his book Laocoon (1766), the German dramatist and critic Gotthold Ephraim Lessing (1729-81) set out to distinguish between subjects appropriate to the visual arts and those appropriate to poetry: "In the one case the action is visible and progressive, its different parts occurring one after the other (nacheinander) in a sequence of time, and in the other the action is visible and stationary, its different parts developing in coexistence (nebeneinander) in space." Lessing implies that the first is the subject of poetry and asserts that the second is the subject of painting (Laocoon, trans. Edward Allen McCormick [Indianapolis, Ind., 1962], p. 77). 

Ben
Underline
Stephen has on shoes and trousers that Mulligan has thrown away. 

Ben
Underline
"Los, the creator," one of William Blake's symbolic figures, is central to "The Book of Los" (1795): "all was I Darkness round Los" (1:9-10), and "Incessant the falling Mind labor'd I Organising itself" (2:910). Los, for Blake, is related to the Four Zoas, the primal faculties, and is the embodiment of the creative imagination. The "Demiurge" was both Plato's name for the creator of the material world and, in Gnostic theory and Theosophy, the "architect of the world" (see 1.658n). Compare also the moment in Blake's Milton when Milton enters Blake through the left foot: "And all this Vegetable World appear'd in my left foot I As a bright sandal form'd immortal of precious stones and gold. I stoop'd down and bound it on to walk forward thro' Eternity" (Book the First. Plate 21), 

Ben
Underline
Referring back to Nestor, "Shells"  is slang for money. 

Ben
Underline
Scots dialect:  dominie, "teacher, schoolmaster, pedagogue"; kens,    "knows." Source unknown.   Mocking headmaster Deasy and his shells.

Ben
Underline
 A play on one of two names: ~Madeleine Lemaire (1845-1928), a French watercolorist whose portraits, floral themes, and illustrations (particularly those for Ludovic Halevy's L'Abbe Constantin, 1882) were much in fashion between 1880 and 1910. ~Philippe Joseph Henri Lemaire (17981880), a French sculptor who created a well-known relief of the Last Judgment in the tympanum of Paris's Madeleine (the church of St. Mary Magdalene).  For interest, cf. her painting of Ophelia as a subject of sexual frustration.If the pun holds, he could have come to Sandymount and similarly improved the Church of Mary, Star of the Sea, in Leahy's Terrace, which Stephen has just passed on his way to Sandymount strand.

Ben
Underline
Italian: "Enough!" 

Ben
Underline
Already mentioned in Nestor.  From the Gloria Patri, "Glory be to the Father, and to the Son, and to the Holy Ghost; as it was in the beginning, is now and ever shall be, world without end."

Ben
Underline
Runs from Sandymount Road to Beach Road (and the shore of Dublin Bay) between Sandymount and Irishtown, one-half mile south of the mouth of the Liffey,  

Ben
Underline
German: originally, "a lady of fashion," subsequently, and in contempt, "a nitwit, drab, sloven, wench."  

Ben
Underline
Referring back to Telemachus, Algy is the poet Swinburne

Ben
Underline
Heavily,  after  the French lourd,  "heavy." 

Ben
Underline
A large, bulky umbrella, after Mrs. Sairey Gamp in Dickens's Martin Chuzzlewit (1843-44), Mrs, Gamp not only carries a large, badly wrapped umbrella, she is also nurse and midwife in the novel. 

Ben
Underline
 In 1904, a rundown section, largely slum, in central Dublin south of the Liffey. The area was originally called "the Liberties" because it was formed by the estate of the earl of Meath and the land holdings of the two medieval cathedrals, Christ Church and Saint Patrick's, properties exempt from city jurisdiction and taxation. In the eighteenth century the area's privileges made it a textile and manufacturing center, but it also became a breeding ground for civic disorder thanks to the Liberty Boys (gangs of immigrant Protestant workers). 

Ben
Underline
 A Patrick J, MacCabe, a "meat purveyor" at 8 Talbot Street, was high sheriff of Dublin in 1902 (Thorn's 1904, pp, 1604, 1798),

Ben
Underline
A street of tenements in the Liberties in south-central Dublin.

Ben
Underline
As in the Judea-Christian concept of the Creation: "In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth" (Genesis I: I). 

Ben
Underline
That is, are fascinated by the navel and gaze at it in the discipline of contemplation.

Ben
Underline
A version of Satan's approach to Eve: "For God doth know that in the day ye eat thereof, then your eyes shall be opened, and ye shall be as gods, knowing good and evil" (Genesis 3:5). 

Ben
Underline
The first letter of the Greek and Hebrew alphabets, representing beginning.  God then creates out of Nought.  Nought representing nothing for both cultures (and perhaps interpreted as man and woman created), and joined into one to make child, or one creation.

Ben
Underline
 In Theosophical lore, man complete (androgynous) and unfallen. "Starting as a pure and perfect spiritual being, the Adam of the second chapter of Genesis, not satisfied with the position allotted to him by the Demiurgos (who is the eldest first begotten, the Adam Kadmon), Adam the second, the man of dust, strives in his pride to become Creator in his turn" (H, p, Blavatsky, Isis Unveiled [New York, 1886], vol. 1, p. 297).

Ben
Underline
Cheva, Hebrew: "Life"; an early version of Eves name, Cabalistic tradition held that Eve had no navel because she was not born of woman (see H. p, Blavatsky, Isis Unveiled {New York, 1886]). 

Ben
Underline
 Cf. Song of Solomon 4:7: ((Thou art all fair, my love; there is no spot in thee" (Christ in praise of his spouse, the Church).

Ben
Underline
 "Thy navel is like a round goblet, which wanteth not liquor: thy belly is like an heap of wheat set about with lilies" (Song of Solomon 7:2).

Ben
Underline
The opening phrase of a childhood vision of Eden from Thomas Traherne's (163774) Centuries of Meditations (first published, London, 1908), Century lIe section 3: "The Corn was Orient and Immortal Wheat, which never should be reaped, nor was ever sown, I thought it had stood from everlasting to everlasting."

Ben
Underline
Eve's belly, because through her (and through Adam) sin came into the world. 

Ben
Sticky Note
 In Book 4 of The Odyssey, Telernachus is at the court of Menelaus, and Menelaus recounts the story of his journey home from Troy. Forced by adverse weather to detour by way of Egypt, when he set sail again he was becalmed on Pharos, a rocky island just west of the Nile delta. Menelaus did not know which of the gods had rum "pinned down" (4:380: Fitzgerald, p. 76) for, it turned out, neglect of the rules of sacrifice; nor did he know how to continue his voyage home. The daughter of the "Ancient of the Sea," Proteus, second in command to Poseidon, took pity on Menelaus and intervened to tell rum that her father had the power of prophecy. To get Proteus to speak, Menelaus would have to grasp and hold him even though he would "take the forms / of all beasts, and water, and blinding fire" in the attempt to escape (4:41718: Fitzgerald, p. 77 [cf. 3.47779n]). Menelaus did succeed, and Proteus answered his questions, telling him how to break the spell that bound him to Egypt and telling him also of the deaths of Ajax and Agamemnon and of the whereabouts of Odysseus, marooned and in bondage on Calypso's island, Time: 11 :00 A.M. Scene: Sandymount Strand, the beach just south of the mouth of the Liffey and the Pigeon House breakwater, which extends the south bank of the Liffey out into Dublin Bay. Stephen has come from Dalkey to Dublin by public transportation, and he now idles away the hour and a half before his scheduled meeting with Mulligan at 12:30 (wruch he ends up skipping), Organ: none; Art: philology; Color: green; Symbol: tide; Technique: monologue (male). Correspondences: Proteusprimal matter [impenetrability in space and inevitable or uninterrupted extension in time];l MenelausKevin Egan [Telemachus's visit to the palace of Menelaus is reflected in Stephen's recall of his mission to Paris and of Kevin Egan's "palace"]: MegapenthusCocklepicker [Megapenthus was born before the walls of Troy, the son of Menelaus by a slave girl. Megapenthus's wedding feast is being celebrated when Telemachus arrives at Menelaus's mansion]. The Linati schema in addition lists under Persons (without specifying correspondences) Helen and Telemachus,I Compare Walter Pater's vision of the "whirlpool," the "eager and devouring flame" of "our physical life" that is "a perpetual motion" of combining and recombining "natural elements." "Or if we begin with the inward world of thought and feeling, the Whirlpool is still more rapid, the flame more eager and devouring" (in conclusion to The Renaissance [London, 1873]).
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Wombed in sin darkness I was too, made not begotten. By them, the man with my voice 
and my eyes and a ghostwoman with ashes on her breath. They clasped and sundered, 
did the coupler’s will. From before the ages He willed me and now may not will me away 
or ever. A lex eterna stays about Him. Is that then the divine substance wherein Father 
and Son are consubstantial? Where is poor dear Arius to try conclusions? Warring his life 
long upon the contransmagnificandjewbangtantiality. Illstarred heresiarch’ In a Greek 
watercloset he breathed his last: euthanasia. With beaded mitre and with crozier, stalled 
upon his throne, widower of a widowed see, with upstiffed omophorion, with clotted 
hinderparts. 
 
Airs romped round him, nipping and eager airs. They are coming, waves. The whitemaned 
seahorses, champing, brightwindbridled, the steeds of Mananaan. 
 
I mustn’t forget his letter for the press. And after? The Ship, half twelve. By the way go 
easy with that money like a good young imbecile. 
 
Yes, I must. 
 
His pace slackened. Here. Am I going to aunt Sara’s or not? My consubstantial father’s 
voice. Did you see anything of your artist brother Stephen lately? No? Sure he’s not down 
in Strasburg terrace with his aunt 
 
Sally? Couldn’t he fly a bit higher than that, eh? And and and and tell us, Stephen, how is 
uncle Si? O, weeping God, the things I married into! De boys up in de hayloft. The 
drunken little costdrawer and his brother, the cornet player. Highly respectable gondoliers! 
And skeweyed Walter sirring his father, no less! Sir. Yes, sir. No, sir. Jesus wept: and no 
wonder, by Christ! 
 
I pull the wheezy bell of their shuttered cottage: and wait. They take me for a dun, peer out 
from a coign of vantage. 
 
―It’s Stephen, sir. 
 
―Let him in. Let Stephen in. 
 
A bolt drawn back and Walter welcomes me. 
 
―We thought you were someone else. 
 
In his broad bed nuncle Richie, pillowed and blanketed, extends over the hillock of his 
knees a sturdy forearm. Cleanchested. He has washed the upper moiety. 
 
―Morrow, nephew. 
 
He lays aside the lapboard whereon he drafts his bills of costs for the eyes of master Goff 
and master Shapland Tandy, filing consents and common searches and a writ of duces 
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Ben
Underline
Arius, presbyter and pastor of a church in AIexandria when the controversy over his beliefs began, was deposed in 321 by a council of Egyptian and Libyan bishops. From that time until his death in 336, Arius, banished by the Church hierarchy, had a considerable following, but he never achieved the bishopric his importance suggests he deserved. 

Ben
Underline
The distinctive vestment of bishops, an embroidered strip of white silk worn around the neck so that the ends cross on the left shoulder and fall to the knee.

Ben
Underline
Horatio to Hamlet as they watch on the battlements for the appearance of the Ghost (l.iv.2).

Ben
Underline
The waves are the white manes of the horses of Mananaan MacLir, the Irish god of the sea, who had Proteus's ability for selftransformation.

Ben
Underline
In The Odyssey, when Menelaus finishes the account of his wrestling match with Proteus he invites Telemachus to stay longer. Telemachus thanks him and refuses: "But time hangs heavy on my shipmates' hands I at holy Pylos if you make me stay" (4:59899; Fitzgerald, p. 82).

Ben
Underline
Sara Goulding, the wife of Richie Goulding, Stephen's mother's brother. They are modeled on Joyce's aunt and uncle, Mr. and Mrs. William Murray. See E11mann. 

Ben
Underline
Or Irishtown strand, in Irishtown, then a "maritime and suburban village" just southeast of Ringsend and the mouth of the Liffey (Thom's 1904, pp. 1710, 1712). Reclamation projects to the north and east have since moved the terrace inland.

Ben
Underline
That is, without the risk of bee oming an Icarus; see 1.34n.

Ben
Underline
A cost accountant, similar to a certified public accountant.

Ben
Underline
Like characters in the comic opera by Gilbert and Sullivan, The Gondoliers (1889), in which the phrase occurs several times in a song sung by Don Alhambra in Act I: "I stole the Prince, and brought him here, I And left him gaily prattling I With a highly respectable gondolier, I Who promised the Royal babe to rear / And teach him the trade of timoneer I With his own beloved bratling." The bratling and the prince look so much alike that not even the highly respectable gondolier could tell them apart when he was alive; and he has died of gout and drink. Who is to distinguish between the prince and the pauper?

Ben
Underline
The shortest verse in the Bible (John 11:35), as Jesus approaches the tomb of Lazarus.

Ben
Underline
As Duncan and his courtiers approach Macbeth's castle, they compliment its beauties, and Banquo remarks of the martelet (a kind of swallow); "No jutty, frieze, / Buttress, nor coign of vantage but this bird I Hath made his pendant bed and procreant cradle. I Where they most breed and haunt, I have observed I The air is delicate" (I.vi.610).

Ben
Underline
Archaic: "uncle."

Ben
Underline
One who is awkward, stupid, a clown, an oaf. 

Ben
Underline

Ben
Underline
Combines the Irish revolutionary Napper Tandy (17401803) (see 3.25960n) and Laurence Sterne's eccentric hero from Tristram Shandy (176067).

Ben
Underline



 

tecum. A bogoak frame over his bald head: Wilde’s Requiescat. The drone of his 
misleading whistle brings Walter back. 
 
―Yes, sir? 
 
―Malt for Richie and Stephen, tell mother. Where is she? 
 
―Bathing Crissie, sir. 
 
Papa’s little bedpal. Lump of love. 
 
―No, uncle Richie ... 
 
―Call me Richie. Damn your lithia water. It lowers. Whusky! 
 
―Uncle Richie, really ... 
 
―Sit down or by the law Harry I’ll knock you down. 
 
Walter squints vainly for a chair. 
 
―He has nothing to sit down on, sir. 
 
―He has nowhere to put it, you mug. Bring in our chippendale chair. Would you like a bite 
of something? None of your damned lawdeedaw airs here. The rich of a rasher fried with a 
herring? Sure? So much the better. We have nothing in the house but backache pills. 
 
All’erta! 
 
He drones bars of Ferrando’s Aria Di Sortita. The grandest number, Stephen, in the whole 
opera. Listen. 
 
His tuneful whistle sounds again, finely shaded, with rushes of the air, his fists 
bigdrumming on his padded knees. 
 
This wind is sweeter. 
 
Houses of decay, mine, his and all. You told the Clongowes gentry you had an uncle a 
judge and an uncle a general in the army. Come out of them, Stephen. Beauty is not 
there. Nor in the stagnant bay of Marsh’s library where you read the fading prophecies of 
Joachim Abbas. For whom? The hundredheaded rabble of the cathedral close. A hater of 
his kind ran from them to the wood of madness, his mane foaming in the moon, his 
eyeballs stars. Houyhnhnm, horsenostrilled. The oval equine faces, Temple, Buck 
Mulligan, Foxy Campbell, Lanternjaws. Abbas father,― furious dean, what offence laid fire 
to their brains? Paff! Descende, calve, ut ne amplius decalveris. A garland of grey hair on 
his comminated head see him me clambering down to the footpace (descende!), clutching 
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Ben
Underline
Latin: "Bring with you"; the name of certain writs requiring a summoned party to appear in court with some document, piece of evidence, etc., to be used or inspected by the court. 3.83 (39:910). 

Ben
Underline
Latin: "let her rest"; Oscar Wilde's poem (1881) on the death of his sister. 

Ben
Underline
Bottled spring water.

Ben
Underline
Harry "Law" dodges the curse by the Lord; Old Harry" is the Devil.

Ben
Underline
Italian: "beware, look out, take care"; an aria from Act I, scene i of Giuseppe Verdi's (18131901) opera Iltrovatore (1852). It is Ferrando's aria di sortita (the song on which he enters), explaining the family history of witchcraft and vengeance that sets the stage for the opera's action. Ferrando is the faithful retainer (a sort of active Horatio) in a "house of decay" torn by the feuding of CainandAbel brothers who do not know they are brothers until it is too late.

Ben
Underline
St. Sepulchre Library in the close of St. Patrick's Cathedral in southcentral Dublin. Founded in 1707 by Narcissus Marsh, Church of Ireland archbishop of Dublin, it is the oldest public library in Ireland. Its collection consists chiefly of theology, medicine, ancient history, and Hebrew, Syriac, Greek, Latin, and French literature. Stagnant bay: in 1907 the interior was still as it had been when the library was first constructed, with wire~cage alcoves where readers could be locked while they read particularly valuable books, and some books and manuscripts still secured by chains to rods. Most guidebooks regard it as "charming" and "quaintly picturesque" CD. A. Chart, The Story of Dublin [London, 1907], p. 192).

Ben
Underline
Father Joachim of Floris (c. 1l45c.1202) was an Italian mystic whose visions were essentially apocalyptic. He prophesied that the history of man would be covered by three reigns: that of the Father, from the creation to the birth of Christ; that of the Son, from the birth of Christ to 1260; and that of the Holy Spirit, from 1260 onward. This prophecy developed into the belief that a new gospel would supersede the Old and New Testaments (as the Old Testament was of the Father, the New of the Son, the New New would be of the Holy Spirit). Apparently spurred by W. B. Yeats's short story "The Tables of the Law" (1897; see 3.1I3n), Joyce visited Marsh's Library on 22 and 23 October 1902 to consult a volume in Italian and Latin that includes a text purportedly by Joachim as well as biographical notes of uncertain reliability.

Ben
Underline
In the opening sentence of "The Day of the Rabblement" (1901) Joyce quotes what he calls a "radical principle of artistic economy" from Giordano Bruno of Nola (see 2.159n): "No man, said the Nolan, can be a lover of the true or the good unless he abhors the multitude; and the artist, though he may employ the crowd, is very careful to isolate himself" (ew, p. 69). At the beginning of this century St. Patrick's close was at the heart of a teeming slum.

Ben
Underline
Jonathan Swift (16671745), dean of St. Patrick's Cathedral from 1713, was widely regarded in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries as a misanthrope, his hatred of mankind the product of a diseased mind that gradually disintegrated into madness. However, this misrepresents Swift, who remarked in a letter to Pope that he loved individuals but hated mankind in general because man was only an "arumal capable of reason," and not a truly "rational animal." Nor did Swift go "mad." He suffered from a disturbance of the inner ear that caused dizziness, nausea, and bouts of deafness, and by the time he was seventy-two years old, all but completely cut off from the world by deafness, he suffered the final indignity of a rapidly advancing senility.

Ben
Underline
The Houyhnhnms are the rational horses in Part IV of Swift's Gulliver's Travels (1726). Brutish in form but entirely reasonable in behavior, they are contrasted with the Yahoos, their utter opposites. Throughout the nineteenth century and until fairly recently, most readers of Swift assumed that the Houyhnhnms represented the rationality and culture of Swift's idea of a utopia, and the Yahoos were frequently cited as evidence of Swift's devastating misanthropy. Modern readers tend to regard the Houyhnhnms as satiric speculation on just how sterile and reductively simpleminded utterly rational behavior would be. 

Ben
Underline
Nicknames for Father Richard CampbeJl, S.J., one of the teachers at Belvedere College when Joyce (and Stephen) were students there; see A Portrait 4:B. 3.113 (39:42). furious dean That is, Jonathan Swift. The connection between Swift and Joacrum derives from W. B. Yeats's story "The Tables of the Law" (1897). In the story, Owen Aherne, a believer in Joachim's prophecies, searches for the '(secret law" (of the Holy Spirit), which is to displace Christ's "law" (to love God, and love thy neighbor as thyself), which in turn has displaced the Ten Commandments. Aherne links Swift's fervor with Joachim's: "Jonathan Swift made a soul for the gentlemen of this city by hating his neighbor as himself" (Yeats, Early Poems and Scories [New York, 1925], p. 509).

Ben
Underline
Latin: "Descend, bald one, lest you be made excessively bald," Transposed from Valicinia Ponti/icum, attributed (but spuriously) to Joachim Abbas (Venice, 1589): "Ascende, calve lit ne amplius decalveris, qui non vereris decalvere sponsam, ut conam ursae nutrias (Ascend, bald man, so that you do not become more bald than you are, you who are not afraid to sacrifice your wife's hair [but, by implication, are so selfconscious about your own baldness] so that you nourish the female bears' hair)." The allusion is to II Kings 2:2324: "And [Elisha] went up from thence unto Bethel: and as he was going up by the way, there came forth little children out of the city, and mocked him, and said unto him, Go up, thou bald head; go up, thou bald head. And he turned back, and looked on them, and cursed them in the name of the Lord. And there came forth two she bears out of the wood, and tare forty and two children of them." 

Ben
Underline
To comminate is to threaten, as with anathema. AIthough Joachim of Floris's opinions were not censured during his lifetime, some were condemned by the Lateran Council of 1215, and in 1254 Gherardino of Borgo's enthusiastic advocacy of Joachim's "Everlasting Gospel" led to thirty~one condemnatory propositions by the University of Paris. In 1255 a papal commission examined the alleged heresies and censured Gherardino and the Joachlmites, but not Joachim. The Catholic Encyclopedia says of Joadum: "The holiness of his life is unquestionable; ... and, though never officially beatified, he is still venerated as a bemus [among the blessed] on 29 May" ([New York, 19!O], vol. 8, p.407a).



 

a monstrance, basiliskeyed. Get down, baldpoll! A choir gives back menace and echo, 
assisting about the altar’s horns, the snorted Latin of jackpriests moving burly in their albs, 
tonsured and oiled and gelded, fat with the fat of kidneys of wheat. 
 
And at the same instant perhaps a priest round the corner is elevating it. Dringdring! And 
two streets off another locking it into a pyx. Dringadring! And in a ladychapel another 
taking housel all to his own cheek. Dringdring! Down, up, forward, back. Dan Occam 
thought of that, invincible doctor. A misty English morning the imp hypostasis tickled his 
brain. Bringing his host down and kneeling he heard twine with his second bell the first bell 
in the transept (he is lifting his) and, rising, heard (now I am lifting) their two bells (he is 
kneeling) twang in diphthong. 
 
Cousin Stephen, you will never be a saint. Isle of saints. You were awfully holy, weren’t 
you? You prayed to the Blessed Virgin that you might not have a red nose. You prayed to 
the devil in Serpentine avenue that the fubsy widow in front might lift her clothes still more 
from the wet street. O si, certo! Sell your soul for that, do, dyed rags pinned round a 
squaw. More tell me, more still!! On the top of the Howth tram alone crying to the rain: 
Naked women! Naked Women! What about that, eh? 
 
What about what? What else were they invented for? 
 
Reading two pages apiece of seven books every night, eh? I was young. You bowed to 
yourself in the mirror, stepping forward to applause earnestly, striking face. Hurray for the 
Goddamned idiot! Hray! No-one saw: tell no-one. Books you were going to write with 
letters for titles. Have you read his F? O yes, but I prefer Q. Yes, but W is wonderful. O 
yes, W. Remember your epiphanies written on green oval leaves, deeply deep, copies to 
be sent if you died to all the great libraries of the world, including Alexandria? Someone 
was to read them there after a few thousand years, a mahamanvantara. Pico della 
Mirandola like. Ay, very like a whale. When one reads these strange pages of one long 
gone one feels that one is at one with one who once ... 
 
The grainy sand had gone from under his feet. His boots trod again a damp crackling 
mast, razorshells, squeaking pebbles, that on the unnumbered pebbles beats, wood 
sieved by the shipworm, lost Armada. Unwholesome sandflats waited to suck his treading 
soles, breathing upward sewage breath, a pocket of seaweed smouldered in seafire under 
a midden of man’s ashes. He coasted them, walking warily. A porterbottle stood up, 
stogged to its waist, in the cakey sand dough. A sentinel: isle of dreadful thirst. Broken 
hoops on the shore; at the land a maze of dark cunning nets; farther away chalkscrawled 
backdoors and on the higher beach a dryingline with two crucified shirts. Ringsend: 
wigwams of brown steersmen and master mariners. Human shells. 
 
He halted. I have passed the way to aunt Sara’s. Am I not going there? Seems not. No-
one about. He turned northeast and crossed the firmer sand towards the Pigeonhouse. 
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BTL
Highlight

Ben
Underline
Associated with sacrifice. "And thou shalt take of the blood of the bullock, and put it upon the horns of the altar with thy finger, and pour all the blood beside the bottom of the altar" (Exodus 29: 12). ('God is the Lord, which hath shewed us light: bind the sacrlfice with cords, even unto the horns of the altar" (Psalms 118:27). "The Lord is God, and he hath shone upon us. Appoint a solemn day with shady boughs, even to the horn of the altar" (Psalms 1I7:27 [Vulgate]).

Ben
Underline
Jack Catholic is slang for Catholic in name only; thus, "jackpriests" are priests in name only.

Ben
Underline
God's generosity to Jacob is celebrated in the Song of Moses: "And he made him to suck honey out of the rock, and oil out of the flinty rock; Butter of kine) and milk of sheep, with fat of lambs, and rams of the breed of Bashan, and goats, with the fat of kidneys of wheat; and thou didst drink the pure blood of the grape" (Deuteronomy 32: 1314). 

Ben
Underline
During the celebration of the Mass a bell (the sacring bell) is rung several times, at the Sanctus, at the elevation of the host (as here), and at the Communion (when the celebrant used also to genuflect). (Suggested by Joan Keenan and Thomas Arsenault. ) 

Ben
Underline
The English Scholastic, philosopher, and theologian William of Occam (c. 12851349), noted for the reo morseless logic with which he dissected every question. Occam had, in Tractatus de Sacramento Altaris, argued that after the host is consecrated, its quantity and quality are unchanged; therefore, the body of Christ is not in the host in quantity or quality (Le., the host is not the body of Christ by ((reason," but by «faith"), so there is only one body of Christ and not severalas Stephen speculates, no matter how many elevations of the host are celebrated simultaneously, there is still only one body of Christ. 

Ben
Underline
Occam was given the epithet doctor singularis et invincibilis.

Ben
Underline
From the nursery rhyme: "One misty moisty morning, I When cloudy was the weather, I I chanced to meet an old man, I Clothed all in leather. I He began to compliment, I And I began to grin: / How do you do, and how do you do) / And how do you do again."

Ben
Underline
The whole person· ality of Christ as against his two natures: human and divine. As a matter of faith, the whole person of Christ is indivisibly present in the consecrated host. 

Ben
Underline
After a remark of John Dryden (16311700) to Swift: "Cousin Swift, you will never be a poer."

Ben
Underline
A medieval epithet for Ireland that recalls the key role played by Irish churchmen and missionaries in western European Christianity after the fall of Rome.

Ben
Underline
The village of Howth is on the north side of the Hill ofHowth, the northeast headland of Dublin Bay, nine miles from Dublin center. Stephen probably means one of the electric trams that plied between Dublin and Howth, making numerous stops en route. There was also an electric tramline to convey sightseers around the Hill of Howth (Thorn's 1904, pp. 17067).

Ben
Underline
In Stephen Hero, Stephen defines an epiphany as "a sudden spiritual manifestation" when the "soul" or "whatness" of an object "leaps to us from the vestment of its appearance," that is, when the metaphoric potential of an object (or a moment, gesture, phrase, etc.) is realized (p. 211).

Ben
Underline
The greatest and most famous library of the ancient world. Severely damaged by fire when Julius Caesar was besieged in Alexandria in 47 B.C., it was finally destroyed by another fire during the Arab conquest of Egypt in A.D. 641.

Ben
Underline
In Sandymount on the southeastern outskirts of Dublin. 3.13132 (40:23). 0 si, certo! Italian: "Oh yes, certainly." 

Ben
Underline
Hindu: "great year"a "Day of Brahma," or a thousand mahayugas. Each mahayuga is 4,320,000 years, so a Day of Brahma is 4,320 million years (Hoult, pp. 77, 78). 

Ben
Underline
(1463-94), an Italian humanist, philosopher, and scholar with a Renaissance mastery of Greek, Latin, Hebrew, and Arabic, plus an interest in alchemy and the cabala. His flair is shown in the title he gave his theses: De Omni Re Scibili (On Everything That Can Be Known). Stephen's pretension is like Pico's in that Pico at twentythree is described (Giovanni Proceus: 3.12851  51 Francesco Pico, Giovanni Pico della Mirandola: His Life by His Nephew, trans. Sir Thomas More, ed. J. M. Regg [London, 1890], pp. 910) as "full of pryde and desyrous of glory and mannes prayse. . . . He went to Rome and there covetynge to make a shew of his connynge: (& lytel consideringe how grete envye he sholde reyse agaynst hymselfe)" set out to publicize the scope and breadth of his obscure and esoteric learning. He was subjected to humiliation and partial defeat. 

Ben
Underline
Poloruus's ready agreement to Hamlet's "mad" demonstration (Ucamel ... weasel ... whale") of the Protean form of a cloud (Ill.ii.399).

Ben
Underline
Echoes the style of an essay by Walter Pater (183994), "Pico della Mirandola," in The Renaissance (1873): "And yet to read a page of one of Pica's forgotten books is like a glance into one of those ancient sepulchres, upon which the wanderer in classical lands has sometimes stumbled, with the old disused ornaments and furniture of a world wholly unlike ours still fresh in them." And: "Above all, we have a constant sense in reading him. . , a glow and vehemence in his words which remind one of the manner in which his own brief existence flamed itself away." 

Ben
Underline
InKing Lear, Gloucester, blind and broken in spirit, wants to commit suicide by throwing himself from Dover Cliff. Edgar, his son but in disguise, tricks his father into believing that the level beach is indeed the top of the cliff: "The murmuring surge I That on the unnumbered idle pebbles chafes I Cannot be heard so high" (IV. vi.2022). 

Ben
Underline
The Spanish Armada, after its defeat in 1588 in the English Channel, sailed north in an attempt to circle the British Isles and escape back to Spain. The fleet was scattered by storms, and many of the ships were wrecked on the coasts of Ireland and Scotland.

Ben
Underline
Much of Dublin's sewage was emptied untreated into the Liffey and its tributaries, so the streams in the metropolis were little better than open sewers, and the inshore waters of Dublin Bay, particularly just south of the mouth of the Liffey, where Stephen 52  Proteus: 3.15167 is walking, were notoriously polluted; see 8.1000n. 3.151 (41:3//). 'seafire Phosphorescence at sea. 3.153 (41:4). stogged Stalled in mire or mud.

Ben
Underline
Ireland; also, in Book 4 of The Odyssey, Menelaus remarks that he and his men, becalmed on Pharos, were about to run out of provisions when Proteus's daughter intervened with advice about her father's powers of divination.

Ben
Underline
Stephen associates the present scene with an imaginary scene out of the historic past. Wigwams: temporary dwellings.

Ben
Underline
Formerly a hexagonal fort ("an apology for a battery"), now the Dublin electricity and power station, located on a breakwater that projects our into Dublin Bay as a continuation of the south bank of the Liffey. The dove, related to the pigeon, is also a tradi¥ tional symbol of the Holy Ghost. 



 

―Qui vous a mis dans cette fichue position? 
 
―C’est le pigeon, Joseph. 
 
Patrice, home on furlough, lapped warm milk with me in the bar MacMahon. Son of the 
wild goose, Kevin Egan of Paris. My father’s a bird, he lapped the sweet lait chaud with 
pink young tongue, plump bunny’s face. Lap, Lapin. He hopes to win in the gros lots. 
About the nature of women he read in Michelet. But he must send me La Vie de Jésus by 
M. Leo Taxil. Lent it to his friend. 
 
―C’est tordant, vous savez. Moi, Je suis socialiste. Je ne crois pas en l’existence de 
Dieu. Faut pas le dire à mon père. 
 
―Il croit? 
 
―Mon père, oui. 
 
Schluss. He laps. 
 
My Latin quarter hat. God, we simply must dress the character. I want puce gloves. You 
were a student, weren’t you? Of what in the other devil’s name? Paysayenn. P. C. N., you 
know: physiques, chimiques et naturelles. Aha. Eating your groatsworth of mou en civet, 
fleshpots of Egypt, elbowed by belching cabmen. Just say in the most natural tone: when I 
was in Paris; boul’ Mich’, I used to. Yes, used to carry punched tickets to prove an alibi if 
they arrested you for murder somewhere. Justice. On the night of the seventeenth of 
February 1904 the prisoner was seen by two witnesses. Other fellow did it: other me. Hat, 
tie, overcoat, nose. Lui, c’est moi. You seem to have enjoyed yourself. 
 
Proudly walking. Whom were you trying to walk like? Forget: a dispossessed. With 
mother’s money order, eight shillings, the banging door of the post office slammed in your 
face by the usher. Hunger toothache. Encore deux minutes. Look clock. Must get. Fermé. 
Hired dog! Shoot him to bloody bits with a bang shotgun, bits man spattered walls all 
brass buttons. Bits all khrrrrklak in place clack back. Not hurt? O, that’s all right. Shake 
hands. See what I meant, see? O, that’s all right. Shake a shake. O, that’s all only all right. 
 
You were going to do wonders, what? Missionary to Europe after fiery Columbanus. 
Fiacre and Scotus on their creepystools in heaven spilt from their pintpots, 
loudlatinlaughing: Euge! Euge! Pretending to speak broken English as you dragged your 
valise, porter threepence, across the slimy pier at Newhaven. Comment? Rich booty you 
brought back; le tutu, five tattered numbers of Pantalon Blanc et Culotte Rouge; a blue 
French telegram, curiosity to show: 
 
―Mother dying come home father. 
 
The aunt thinks you killed your mother. That’s why she won’t. 
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Ben
Underline
Joseph French: "Who has put you in this wretched condition? I It's the pigeon, Joseph." From La vie de Jesus by Leo Taxil (Paris, 1884), p. 15; see 3.167n below. In chapter 5, HOU Joseph, apres l'avoir trouve mauvaise, en prend son parti" (In which Joseph, having discovered evil, takes a stand), Taxil facetiously de¥ scribes Joseph with his suspicions aroused: "Could he imagine, this good man of naive soul, that a pigeon had been his only rival?" Joseph then confronts Mary in response to her asser¥ tion that no man has been allowed to touch as much as her fingertips: "Ta, ta, ta, je ne prends pas des vessies pour les lanternes ... Qui done, si ce n' est un homme, vous a mis dans cette position?" (Tsk, tsk, tsk, I don't mistake bladders for lanterns .... Who in the world, if it wasn't a man, has put you in this wretched con¥ dition?); and Mary replies, "C'est Ie pigeon, Joseph!" Taxil cites Matthew 1 for evidence of this "incident," and suggests that it is unfortunate that the Gospel has omitted the text of these "recriminations ." 

Ben
Underline
"Wild geese" are Irish who have purposefully become expatriated rather than live in an Ireland ruled by England. The name was first applied to the Irish insurgents who supported the Stuart cause (James II of England) and who accepted exile after William III of England defeated James II at the Battle of the Boyne (1690) and the Treaty of Limerick was signed in 1691. Kevin Egan is a portrait of Joseph Casey, an active Fenian who was imprisoned for his alleged involvement in the socalled Manchester rescue of September 1867, when two Fenian leaders were rescued from a police van in Manchester, England, leaving a police sergeant dead. Thus Casey was in London's Clerkenwell (a maximumsecurity prison) in December 1867 when the Fenians made another illfated attempt at rescue by exploding a keg of gunpowder at the base of the prison wall. Twelve Londoners were killed and thirty others badly wounded by the explosion, sparking widespread public outrage. See 3.24748n. 

Ben
Underline
Named for one of the outstanding descendants of the Wild Geese, Marie Edme Patrice Maurice de MacMahon, duke of Magenta (180893), marshal of France, and second president of the Third Republic (187379). MacMahon enjoyed a distinguished military career until the FrancoPrussian War (187071), when he was responsible for a series of costly defeats that led to the French army's collapse. After the war he was chosen as president because he seemed aloof from politics) but his tenure was marred by bitter conflict between the imperialists (or monarchists) on the one hand, who tried to use MacMahon as a stalking¥horse, and their republican opponents on the other, who did see MacMahon as having imperialist leanings. 

Ben
Underline
French: "warm milk." 

Ben
Underline
French: "rabbit." 3.166 (41:20).

Ben
Underline
Jules Michelet (17981874), a French historian "of the romantic school." Michelet is noted not for his ob¥ jectivity but for picturesque, impressionistic, and emotional history. In La femme (Woman) (Paris, 1860; trans. J. M. Palmer [New York, 1890])presumably the book Patrice has been readingMichelet traces woman's growth and "education" toward her ideal and eventual role: "Woman is a religion" and her function is "to hannonize religion" (p. 78), just as "her evident vocation is love" (p. 81) and her indispensable gracefulness is "a reflection of love on a groundwork of purity" (p. 83). Properly "cultivated by man" in the light of this ideal, woman will become "superior to him" to the point where he is "strong; [but] she is divine ... practical and ... spiritual ... a lyre of ampler range" than manand yet not "strong" (pp. 200201). 

Ben
Underline
French: "The Life of Jesus" (Paris, 1884) by Uo Taxi! (pseudonym of Gabriel JogandPages, 18541907), dessins comiques (cartoons) by Pepin. The tone of JogandPages's book is not angry denunciation but chaffing humor in an attempt to develop the absurdities in traditional Christian versions of the life of Jesus. The book plays with three propositions: (1) that Jesus was a god who spent some time on earth in the form of a man; (2) that he was deified by those who embraced his ideas of social emancipation; (3) that he never existed and that the legends were fabricated by exploiters. JogandPages's approach to religion is implicit in some of his other titles: The Amusing Bible (1882); Pius IX, His Politics and Pontificate, His Debaucheries, His Follies, and His Cn'mes (1883); The Secret Loves of Pius IX (1884). His books were regarded as so scandalously anticlerical that he was pressured into recanting to the papal nuncio in 1885 and into journeying to Rome for a wellpublicized papal absolution. But there remained considerable doubt about how firmly JogandPages's tongue had been in his cheekwhether he had meant his recantation or his books or neither or both

Ben
Underline
French, Patrice speaking: "It's sidesplitting, you know. Myself I am a socialist. I do not believe in the existence of God. Don't tell my father. He is a believer? My father, yes."

Ben
Underline
"end, conclusion," or, as here, the mild exclamation "enough!"

Ben
Underline
See 1.516n.

Ben
Underline
As the letters P.C.N. would be pronounced in French; see following note.

Ben
Underline
French: "physics, chemistry, and biology" (premedical studies).

Ben
Underline
French: a stew made of lungs, the cheapest of restaurant dishes.

Ben
Underline
The children of Israel "murmured against Moses and Aaron in the wilderness: And the children of Israel said unto them, Would to God we had died by the hand of the Lord in the land of Egypt, when we sat by the flesh pots, and when we did eat bread to the full" (Exodus 16:23). 

Ben
Underline
Slangy Paris contraction of Boulevard SaintMichel, a street on the left bank of the Seine in Paris and the cafe center of student and bohemian life at the turn of the century. Arthur Symons (18651945), in "The Decadent Movement in Literature" (1893), speaks of the "noisy, brainsick young people who haunt the brasseries [beer shops] of the Boulevard SaintMichel and exhaust their ingenuities in theorizing OVer the works they cannot write."

Ben
Underline
On Friday, 19 February 1904, the Irish Times reported: "CHARGE OF MURDER. Yesterday in Southern Police Court before Mr. Swift, Patrick McCarthy, who was on remand, was charged with the wilful murder of his wife Teresa, by having violently assaulted her at their residence in Dawson's COUrt, off Stephen Street." Two witnesses did appear for the prosecution, but not to identify the prisoner or to place him at the scene of the crime on 17 February; they detailed instead a long history of marital violence, which presumably culminated in the death of the victim on 10 February. The Irish Times conunues: "Dr. O'Hare, of the HolIes Street [Maternity J Hospital, stated that deceased had been brought there in an unconscious condition. On the ninth instant she gave birth there to a child stillborn, and died the following day. A post mortem examination showed that there was an abcess on the membranes of the brain. The assaults described might have set up the abcess. "The prisoner was committed for trial at the next commission."

Ben
Underline
French: "still two minutes left."

Ben
Underline
French: "closed."

Ben
Underline
Three of the most famous Irish missionaries to the Continent. For Columbanus, see 2.144n. St. Fiacre, born in Ireland in the latter part of the sixth century, journeyed to France, where his hermit cell expanded into a sanctuary (a sort of informal monastery) and his shrine after his death (c. 670) had the reputation of working miracles. John Duns Scatus (c. 12661308), an important Scholastic, was known as the Subtle Doctor. Joyce regarded him as the "notorious opponent" of St. Thomas Aquinas. (There is some dispute about his Irish origin, since both England and Scotland also claim him.) 

Ben
Underline
Scots and English dialect for a threelegged stool (the sort used as the chair of repentance in the Scottish Kirk). 

Ben
Underline
Latin: "Well done! Well done!" But in several biblical COUM texts the words arc spoken ironically by mockers, as they are here. 

Ben
Underline
port on the south coast of England, a rail terminus with channel steamers twice daily to Dieppe, its French counterpart.

Ben
Underline
A short ballet skirt; also, a light weekly Parisian magazine

Ben
Underline
French: "White Underclothes and Red Breeches" (though culotte rouge is also slang for a camp follower). As Thornton (p. 53) points out, this title seems to be Joyce's variant of a light Parisian magazine, La vie en coulette rouge (Life in Red Breeches, Of Among the Camp Followers). 



 

     Then here’s a health to Mulligan’s aunt 
     And I’ll tell you the reason why. 
     She always kept things decent in 
     The Hannigan famileye. 
 
 His feet marched in sudden proud rhythm over the sand furrows, along by the boulders of 
the south wall. He stared at them proudly, piled stone mammoth skulls. Gold light on sea, 
on sand, on boulders. The sun is there, the slender trees, the lemon houses. 
 
Paris rawly waking, crude sunlight on her lemon streets. Moist pith of farls of bread, the 
froggreen wormwood, her matin incense, court the air. Belluomo rises from the bed of his 
wife’s lover’s wife, the kerchiefed housewife is astir, a saucer of acetic acid in her hand. In 
Rodot’s Yvonne and Madeleine newmake their tumbled beauties, shattering with gold 
teeth chaussons of pastry, their mouths yellowed with the pus of flan breton. Faces of 
Paris men go by, their wellpleased pleasers, curled conquistadores. 
 
Noon slumbers. Kevin Egan rolls gunpowder cigarettes through fingers smeared with 
printer’s ink, sipping his green fairy as Patrice his white. About us gobblers fork spiced 
beans down their gullets. Un Demi Setier! A jet of coffee steam from the burnished 
caldron. She serves me at his beck. Il est irlandais. Hollandais? Non fromage. Deux 
irlandais, nous, irlande, vous savez ah, oui! She thought you wanted a cheese hollandais. 
Your postprandial, do you know that word? Postprandial. There was a fellow I knew once 
in Barcelona, queer fellow, used to call it his postprandial. Well: Slainte! Around the 
slabbed tables the tangle of wined breaths and grumbling gorges. His breath hangs over 
our saucestained plates, the green fairy’s fang thrusting between his lips. Of Ireland, the 
Dalcassians, of hopes, conspiracies, of Arthur Griffith now, A E, pimander, good shepherd 
of men. To yoke me as his yokefellow, our crimes our common cause. You’re your father’s 
son. I know the voice. His fustian shirt, sanguineflowered, trembles its Spanish tassels at 
his secrets. M. Drumont, famous journalist, Drumont, know what he called queen Victoria? 
Old hag with the yellow teeth. Vieille Ogresse with the dents jaunes. Maud Gonne, 
beautiful woman, La Patrie, M. Millevoye, Félix Faure, know how he died? Licentious men. 
The froeken, bonne à tout faire, who rubs male nakedness in the bath at Upsala. Moi faire, 
she said, tous les messieurs. Not this Monsieur, I said. Most licentious custom. Bath a 
most private thing. I wouldn’t let my brother, not even my own brother, most lascivious 
thing. Green eyes, I see you. Fang, I feel. Lascivious people. 
 
The blue fuse burns deadly between hands and burns clear. Loose tobaccoshreds catch 
fire: a flame and acrid smoke light our corner. Raw facebones under his peep of day boy’s 
hat. How the head centre got away, authentic version. Got up as a young bride, man, veil, 
orangeblossoms, drove out the road to Malahide. Did, faith. Of lost leaders, the betrayed, 
wild escapes. Disguises, clutched at, gone, not here. 
 
Spurned lover. I was a strapping young gossoon at that time, I tell you. I’ll show you my 
likeness one day. I was, faith. Lover, for her love he prowled with colonel Richard Burke, 
tanist of his sept, under the walls of Clerkenwell and, crouching, saw a flame of 
vengeance hurl them upward in the fog. Shattered glass and toppling masonry. In gay 
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Ben
Underline
After a song by Percy French (18541920), Irish songwriter and parodist, "Matthew Hanigan's Aunt," First verse: "Oh, Mat Hanigan had an aunt, / An uncle too, likewise; / But in rhis chant, 'tis Hanigan's aunt I I mean to eulogize. I For when young lovers came I And axed her to be theirs, I Mat Hanigan's aunt took each gallant, I And fIred him down the stairs. [Chorus:] So here's a health to Hanigan's aunt! I I'll tell you the reason why, I She always had things dacem I In the Hanigan family. I A platther and can for every man, / 'What more do the quality want? I 'You've yer bit and yer sup, / 'What's cockin' yees up!' I Sez Matthew Hanigan's aunt."

Ben
Underline
The seawall that extends the south bank of the Liffey out into Dublin Bay. 

Ben
Underline
In Ireland and Scotland, scones or small cakes.

Ben
Underline
"handsome man"; also slang for a prankster.

Ben
Underline
For cleansing stone or marble surfaces? 

Ben
Underline
A patisserie at 9 Boulevard Saint Michel in Paris (c. 1902).

Ben
Underline
French: "puff pastry."

Ben
Underline
French: "pus"; that IS, yellow liquid.

Ben
Underline
A custard tart (Breton style).

Ben
Underline
A literal translation of the French word favoris: "sideburns."

Ben
Underline
French slang: "ladykillers."

Ben
Underline
In The Odyssry, Proteus's daughter tells Menelaus that each day, "When the sun hangs at high noon in heaven," Proteus comes ashore to rest among crowds of seals "in caverns hollowed by the sea" (4:400403; Fitzgerald, pp. 7677). 

Ben
Underline
The cigarettes Kevin Egan rolls remind Stephen of the fuses Egan once made and employed (or that were employed on his behalf); see 3.16364n.

Ben
Underline
Joseph Casey, the real Fenian after whom Kevin Egan is drawn, was a typesetter on the New York Herald of Paris. 

Ben
Underline
"Green fairy's fang" is slang for absinthe, considerably more intoxicating than ordinary liquors and containing wormwood, a substance that causes deterioration of the nervous system. Absinthe has been banned in France since 1915. White: unlike his father, Patrice drinks milk. 

Ben
Underline
A Parisian colloquialism for a demitasse; a setier is an obsolete measure for liquids, about two gallons. 

Ben
Underline
A oui! French: "He is Irish. Dutch? Not cheese. Two Irishmen, we, Ireland, do you understand? Oh yes!" 

Ben
Underline
Irish toast: "good health!"

Ben
Underline
A tribe that made up the household troops for the medieval Irish kings of Munster. It is also a tribal name of the O'Briens, whose patrimony was County Clare on the west coast of Ireland.

Ben
Underline
absinthe, again

Ben
Underline
(1872-1922), an Irish patriot instrumental in the final achievement of Ireland's independence in 192122 and, briefly, first president of the newly formed Irish Free State (1922). In 1899 he founded the Celtic Literary Society with William Rooney and the United Irishman, a newspaper that crusaded for Irish independence. In the early twentieth century he organized Sinn Fein ("We Ourselves"), a movement that agitated for independence by disrupting the British government of Ireland (largely by civil disobedience). In 1906 he founded a newspaper named Sinn Fein. 

Ben
Underline
For AE (George William Russell), see 2.2S7n. For "pimander," see 15.2269n. In John 10, Jesus in parable speaks of himself as the "door" of the sheepfold: (Of am the good shepherd, and know my sheep and am known of mine" (10:14); the shepherd image also alludes to AE's role as agrarian reformer. 

Ben
Underline
our crimes our common cause In Shakespeare's Henry V, Pistol proposes to join Henry's expedition to France: "Yokefellows in arms, I Let us to France, like horseleeches, my boys, I To suck, to suck, the very blood to suck!" (I1.iii.5658). Proteus: 3.21834 

Ben
Underline
I know the voice In The Odyssey, Nestor comments on how surprisingly similar Telemachus's and Odysseus's voices are (3: 12324), and Helen and Menelaus comment on how much father and son look alike (4: 14150).

Ben
Underline
The pompoms that decorate a matador's suit of lights. 

Ben
Underline
Edollard Adolphe Drumom (18441917), a French editor and journalist whose newspaper, La Libre Parole (Free Speech), was distinguished chiefly for the bitterness of its antiSemirism.

Ben
Underline
French: "Old ogress ... yellow teeth." In folklore, cannibalism turns people's teeth yellow. 

Ben
Underline
(1866-1953), a famous Irish beauty who became a minor Irish revolutionary leader before seeking refuge in Paris. She is a dominant presence in the poetry of Yeats, who lamented the waste of her classic "Ledaean" beauty in revolutionary pursuits. The juxtaposition of her name and Millevoye's may allude to the fact that she was his mistress for several years. She had two children by Millevoye, a boy who died in childhood and a girl, Iseult Gonne (18951954), after whose birth she and Millevoye apparently lived apart (see W. B. Yeats, Memoirs, ed. Denis Donoghue [London, 1972], pp. 13233).

Ben
Underline
M. Millevoye La Patrie (French; "the fatherland") was a political periodical founded in 1841. Lucien Millevoye (18501918) became editor of the periodical in 1894. 3.23334 (43:15). Felix Faure, know how he died? Faure (184199), president of the French Republic (189599), died suddenly of a cerebral hemorrhage at the Elysee, the presidential residence. The obvious innuendo is that his death was the result of sexual excess, a rumor then current in Paris.

Ben
Underline
Swedish: "an unmarried woman." 3.234 (43:16). bonne it tout faire French: "maid of all work." 56  Proteus: 3.23552 

Ben
Underline
French: "I do ... all the gentlemen,"

Ben
Underline
Iago to Othello: "Oh, beware, my lord, of jealousy. I It is the greeneyed monster which doth mock I The meat [victim} it feeds on" (III.iii.16567). For "fang," see 3.21718n. 

Ben
Underline
Precursors of the Orangernen (see 2.270n). They were late eighteenth century Ulster Protestants named for their earlymorning raids on the cottages of Catholic peasants, whom they sought to displace from Ulster. 

Ben
Underline
James Stephens (1824-1901), an Irish agitator, was Chief Organizer and subsequently Head Centre of the Fenian Society (Irish Republican Brotherhood; see 2.272n). In November 1866 Stephens was betrayed by a spy planted in his organization's Dublin offices; he was arrested, tried, and sentenced, but a few days later he was "rescued" from Dublin's Richmond Gaol by a group of Fenians, with the help of sympathetic guards on the inside. Stephens went into hiding in Dublin (just across the street from the Kildare Street Club). In February 1867 he was smuggled out of the country, and he made his way to America, where he was elected Head Centre of the American branch of the Fenians. In 1866 many in the society had split off, urging an immediate insurrection. Stephens's resistance to their pressures earned him the repmarion of being a good organizer but not a man of action. The split in the society was apparently responsible for the apocryphal (and denigrating) story that Stephens assumed the disguise of a woman to effect his escape, "betraying and abandoning" his lieutenants in Ireland in the process. See 8.4596In.

Ben
Underline
A village and seaside resort nine miles north of Dublin on the coast of the Irish Sea. Stephens made his escape to sea by this route.

Ben
Underline
Reference is to Robert Browning's (181289) "The Lost Leader" (1845). The poem expresses regret (and some irritation) at the defection of Wordsworth (1770-1850) from the ranks of the revolutionaries to those of the Establishment. Though Wordsworth is not named in the poem, the suggestion is clearly that his receipt of a government pension in 1842 and of the position of Poet Laureate in 1843 influenced the reversal of his political opinions. "Just for a handful of silver he left us, I Just for a riband to stick in his coat'· (lines 12). gossoon A boy, a servant boy, a lackey; rustic, inexperienced. 

Ben
Underline
Richard O'Sullivan Burke, a colonel in the United States Army during the Civil War and an IrishAmerican member of the Fenian Society. Burke led a Fenian group in the successful rescue of two Fenian leaders in Manchester, England, in September 1867. He was arrested soon thereafter for other Fenian activities, and he was among the Fenian leaders who were supposed to have been freed by the abortive gunpowder plot against Clerkenwell Prison. See 3.16364n. 

Ben
Underline
A sept was an ancient and medieval Irish tribal division. Among the ancient Irish, a tanist was the heir apparent to the tribal chief, elected during the chief's lifetime. The implication here is that Burke was to be James Stephens's successor as Head Centre. 

Ben
Underline
The plot to blast the wall of the prison yard and rescue Burke and Casey hinged on their scheduled exercise time. (They were supposed to crouch down against the yard's outer wall to avoid injury.) But the prison authorities, warned by informers that a rescue was to be attempted, changed Burke and Casey's exercise time and thus foiled the plot. See 3.16364n.

Ben
Underline
See 2.9lOn



 

Paree he hides, Egan of Paris, unsought by any save by me. Making his day’s stations, 
the dingy printingcase, his three taverns, the Montmartre lair he sleeps short night in, rue 
de la Goutte-d’Or, damascened with flyblown faces of the gone. Loveless, landless, 
wifeless. She is quite nicey comfy without her outcast man, madame in rue Gît-le-Coeur, 
canary and two buck lodgers. Peachy cheeks, a zebra skirt, frisky as a young thing’s. 
Spurned and undespairing. Tell Pat you saw me, won’t you? I wanted to get poor Pat a job 
one time. Mon fils, soldier of France. I taught him to sing The boys of Kilkenny are stout 
roaring blades. Know that old lay? I taught Patrice that. Old Kilkenny: saint Canice, 
Strongbow’s castle on the Nore. Goes like this. O, O. He takes me, Napper Tandy, by the 
hand. 
 
     O, O The Boys of 
     Kilkenny ... 
 
 Weak wasting hand on mine. They have forgotten Kevin Egan, not he them. 
Remembering thee, O Sion. 
 
He had come nearer the edge of the sea and wet sand slapped his boots. The new air 
greeted him, harping in wild nerves, wind of wild air of seeds of brightness. Here, I am not 
walking out to the Kish lightship, am I? He stood suddenly, his feet beginning to sink 
slowly in the quaking soil. Turn back. 
 
Turning, he scanned the shore south, his feet sinking again slowly in new sockets. The 
cold domed room of the tower waits. Through the barbacans the shafts of light are moving 
ever, slowly ever as my feet are sinking, creeping duskward over the dial floor. Blue dusk, 
nightfall, deep blue night. In the darkness of the dome they wait, their pushedback chairs, 
my obelisk valise, around a board of abandoned platters. Who to clear it? He has the key. 
I will not sleep there when this night comes. A shut door of a silent tower, entombing 
their―blind bodies, the panthersahib and his pointer. Call: no answer. He lifted his feet up 
from the suck and turned back by the mole of boulders. Take all, keep all. My soul walks 
with me, form of forms. So in the moon’s midwatches I pace the path above the rocks, in 
sable silvered, hearing Elsinore’s tempting flood. 
 
The flood is following me. I can watch it flow past from here. Get back then by the Poolbeg 
road to the strand there. He climbed over the sedge and eely oarweeds and sat on a stool 
of rock, resting his ashplant in a grike. 
 
A bloated carcass of a dog lay lolled on bladderwrack. Before him the gunwale of a boat, 
sunk in sand. Un coche ensablé Louis Veuillot called Gautier’s prose. These heavy sands 
are language tide and wind have silted here. And these, the stoneheaps of dead builders, 
a warren of weasel rats. Hide gold there. Try it. You have some. Sands and stones. Heavy 
of the past. Sir Lout’s toys. Mind you don’t get one bang on the ear. I’m the bloody well 
gigant rolls all them bloody well boulders, bones for my steppingstones. Feefawfum. I 
zmellz de bloodz odz an Iridzman. 
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Ben
Underline
See 1.51On.

Ben
Underline
A poor, rundown section in northcentral Paris, at the turn of the century a favorite haunt of avant~garde artists, bohemians, and students.

Ben
Underline
Rue de la Goutte d'Or (Street of the Golden Drop or Golden Liquor) in Montmartre was named for the golden wine from long~since displaced vineyards. The "gone" whose faces "damascene" the street are several of Emile Zola's (1840-1902) characters: Gervaise Macquart, the protagonist of L' assommoir (The Grog Shop or Gin Mill) (1877), lives in what Zola calls the quarlier de la Gautte d'Or and, with her husband) declines into dereliction, filth, inanition, and finally death as a result of alcoholism. Gervaise's daughter Nana (Nana, 1880) is born and comes of age in the quarrier; she is en route to supreme success as a grand [a[alle (prostitute) when she meets a premature, and symbolic, death from smallpox. The second to the last paragraph of Nana is a particularly vigorous description of the face of Nana's corpse, devastated by smallpox as though the "virus" with which she had "poisoned a people had mounted into her face and rotted it" (my translation). Stephen's adjective "flyblown" is mild in comparison with Zola's prose.

Ben
Underline
(Street Sacred to the Memory of the Heart, or Here Lies the Heart), roughly parallel to the Boulevard SaintMichel, near the Seine on the Left Bank. 

Ben
Underline
Anonymous Irish song that praises the town of Kilkenny for its scenery, its young men, and particularly its young women: "Oh! the boys of Kilkenny are nate [neat] roving blades, / And when ever they meet with dear little maids, / They kiss them, and coax them, and spend their money free. I Oh! of all towns in Ireland, Kilkenny for me. IOh! of all towns in Ireland, Kilkenny for me." 

Ben
Underline
A county and a town on the River Nore in southeastern Ireland, named after St. Canice (St. Kenny); kil: "church or cell."

Ben
Underline
(d. c. 599), Irish, he preached in Ireland and Scotland and accompanied St. Columba (or St. Columcil1e; see 12. 1699n) on a mission to convert Brude, king of the Picts. St. Camce's Cathedral (now Protestant) from the dlirteenth century and a round tower mark the site of the sixthcentury monastery that gave Kilkenny its name. 

Ben
Underline
Richard de Clare or Richard FitzGilbert, earl of Pembroke, called "Strongbow" (d. 1176). He was a Norman adventurer and one of the key leaders of the AngloNorman invasion of Ireland in 1169. As a soninlaw of MacMurrough, he claimed succession as king of Leinstercomprising the central counties of eastern IreProteus: 3.25479  57 land, including Dublinafter MacMurrough's death in 1171. See 2.39394n. His castle on the Nore was built in 1172 near the site of St. Canice's monastery to command the strategic river crossing. 

Ben
Underline
From "The Wearing of the Green," an anonymous Irish ballad from the 1790s, as "formalized" by Dion Boucicault (1822-90), an IrishAmerican songsmith, playwright, and actor: "Oh, Paddy dear, and did you hear the news that's going round? I The shamrock is forbid by law to grow on Irish ground; / Saint Patrick's day no more we'll keep, / His colour can't be seen, / For there's a cruel law agin the wearin' of the green. / I met with Napper Tandy, and he tuk me by the hand, / And said he, 'How's poor ould Ireland, and how does she stand? / She's the most distressful country that ever yet was seen; I They're hanging men and women there for wearin' of the green.''' James Napper Tandy (17401803) was an Irish revolutionary and reformer. He supported Grattan (see 7.731n) and was a cofounder and secretary of the U nired Irishmen in the 1790s. A sympathizer with the French Revolution, he was a key figure in the attempt to secure French aid and support in the Irish struggle for independence. 

Ben
Underline
A phrase of mourning associated with the Jews in captivity (and hence with all exiles), as in Psalms 137: 12: "By the rivers of Babylon, there we sat down, yea, we wept, when we remembered Zion. We hanged our harps upon the willows in the midst thereof." 

Ben
Underline
See 14.24243n and 14.244n.

Ben
Underline
A lightship moored at the northern end of Kish Bank, two miles east of Kingstown (now Dun Laoghaire). The bank forms a dangerous obstacle at the southern entrance to Dublin Bay.

Ben
Underline
The seawall, topped by Pool beg Road, that extends the south bank of the Liffey east into Dublin Bay for more than two miles. The Pigeon House sits astride the wall a mile and a half in from Poolbeg Light at the wall's end. 58  Proteus: 3.280302

Ben
Underline
Horatio reports to Hamlet about his midnight encounter with the Ghost (I.ii), and in response to one of Hamlet's questions he describes the Ghost's beard as "A sable silvered" (line 242). Later when the Ghost appears to Hamlet, Horatio attempts to keep Hamlet from following the Ghost, lest it be an evil spirit and tempt or deceive Hamlet into throwing himself into the sea. "What if it tempt you toward the flood, my lord, / Or to the dreadful summit of the cliff" (l.iv.6970). 

Ben
Underline
A crevice, chink, crack.

Ben
Underline
A species of seaweed (Fucus vesiculosus) with air bladders in its fronds.

Ben
Underline
French: "A coach mired in sand." From an essay by Louis Veuillot, "Le vrai peete Parisien" (The True Parisian Poet), included in his Les odeurs de Paris (The Paris Flavor) (Paris, 1867), pp. 23046. The essay rejects the French romantics on the grounds that they are hardly French, let alone Parisian. Veuillot is particularly hard on Gautier, who he says "provides us with a perfect example of bad writing ... such incongruities! Young men, avoid .. , all those superlatives which give to a sentence the look of a coach mired in sand" (pp. 23435). 

Ben
Underline
(1813-83), a French journalist and leader of the Ultramontane party, which opposed nineteenth~century political efforts to curtail the secular powers of the Church of Rome in France. Veuillot was a notoriously uncompromising antiromantic (because the French romantics were traditionally anti~Church). 

Ben
Underline
Theophile Gautier (18ll-72), a French poet, critic, and novelist famous for a "flamboyant" romanticism with overtones of frank hedonism and a "pagan" contempt for traditional morality.

Ben
Underline
A scrambled free associauon that includes the nursery rhyme: ((Fee, ti, fo, fum, I I smell the blood of an Englishman, I Be he alive, or be he dead, I I'll grind his bones to make my bread," Stepping stones: the jumble of boulders on the beach recalls the Giant's Causeway, a great pile of basaltic pillars on the northeastern coast of Ireland. One legend accounts for the causeway by crediting it to the giant Finn MacCool, who, irritated by a braggart Scottish giant, pitched the rocks into the sea so that he could cross and humiliate the Scot. Frank Budgen (James Jayce and the Making of "Ulysses" [Bloomington, Ind., 1960], p. 52) implies that Sir Lout is Joyce's contribution to legend, but in Irish myth, "Lug of the long armthe Ildana or 'master of many arts'" (P. W. Joyce, A Social History of Ancient Ireland [London, 1913], vol. I, p. 241) was also a rock thrower, one of whose exploits was the rock death of Balor of the Evil Eye (the giant chief of the Formorians). See 12.19798n.



 

A point, live dog, grew into sight running across the sweep of sand. Lord, is he going to 
attack me? Respect his liberty. You will not be master of others or their slave. I have my 
stick. Sit tight. From farther away, walking shoreward across from the crested tide, figures, 
two. The two maries. They have tucked it safe mong the bulrushes. Peekaboo. I see you. 
No, the dog. He is running back to them. Who? 
 
Galleys of the Lochlanns ran here to beach, in quest of prey, their bloodbeaked prows 
riding low on a molten pewter surf. Dane vikings, torcs of tomahawks aglitter on their 
breasts when Malachi wore the collar of gold. A school of turlehide whales stranded in hot 
noon, spouting, hobbling in the shallows. Then from the starving cagework city a horde of 
jerkined dwarfs, my people, with flayers’ knives, running, scaling, hacking in green 
blubbery whalemeat. Famine, plague and slaughters. Their blood is in me, their lusts my 
waves. I moved among them on the frozen Liffey, that I, a changeling, among the 
spluttering resin fires. I spoke to no-one: none to me. 
 
The dog’s bark ran towards him, stopped, ran back. Dog of my enemy. I just simply stood 
pale, silent, bayed about. Terribilia meditans. A primrose doublet, fortune’s knave, smiled 
on my fear. For that are you pining, the bark of their applause? Pretenders: live their lives. 
The Bruce’s brother, Thomas Fitzgerald, silken knight, Perkin Warbeck, York’s false scion, 
in breeches of silk of whiterose ivory, wonder of a day, and Lambert Simnel, with a tail of 
nans and sutlers, a scullion crowned. All kings’ sons. Paradise of pretenders then and 
now. He saved men from drowning and you shake at a cur’s yelping. But the courtiers who 
mocked Guido in Or san Michele were in their own house. House of ... We don’t want any 
of your medieval abstrusiosities. Would you do what he did? A boat would be near, a 
lifebuoy. Natürlich, put there for you. Would you or would you not? The man that was 
drowned nine days ago off Maiden’s rock. They are waiting for him now. The truth, spit it 
out. I would want to. I would try. I am not a strong swimmer. Water cold soft. When I put 
my face into it in the basin at Clongowes. Can’t see! Who’s behind me? Out quickly, 
quickly! Do you see the tide flowing quickly in on all sides, sheeting the lows of sand 
quickly, shellcocoacoloured? If I had land under my feet. I want his life still to be his, mine 
to be mine. A drowning man. His human eyes scream to me out of horror of his death. I ... 
With him together down ... I could not save her. Waters: bitter death: lost. 
 
A woman and a man. I see her skirties. Pinned up, I bet. 
 
Their dog ambled about a bank of dwindling sand, trotting, sniffing on all sides. Looking for 
something lost in a past life. Suddenly he made off like a bounding hare, ears flung back, 
chasing the shadow of a lowskimming gull. The man’s shrieked whistle struck his limp 
ears. He turned, bounded back, came nearer, trotted on twinkling shanks. On a field 
tenney a buck, trippant, proper, unattired. At the lacefringe of the tide he halted with stiff 
forehoofs, seawardpointed ears. His snout lifted barked at the wavenoise, herds of 
seamorse. They serpented towards his feet, curling, unfurling many crests, every ninth, 
breaking, plashing, from far, from farther out, waves and waves. 
 
Cocklepickers. They waded a little way in the water and, stooping, soused their bags and, 
lifting them again, waded out. The dog yelped running to them, reared up and pawed 
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Ben
Underline
"Mary Magdalene, and Mary the mother of James and Joses," followers of Jesus who in Matthew and in Mark watch at the Crucifixion, "ministering unto him [Jesus]," and who also watch at the sepulcher after the entombment and are thus the first to receive the news: "He is not here: for he is risen" (Matthew 2728; Mark 1516).

Ben
Underline
In Exodus, the infant Moses is hidden by his mother to avoid the Pharaoh's command, "Every son that is born ye shall cast into the river" (1 :22), "And when she could not longer hide him, she took for him an ark of bulrushes, and daubed it with slime and with pitch, and put the child therein; and she laid it in the flags by the river's brink" (2:3). 

Ben
Underline
From a nursery rhyme or children's song that accompanies a game of hide~andseek.  

Ben
Underline
Literally, "lake dwellers," the Irish name for the Norwegians, who constituted the first waves of the Scandinavian invasions of Ireland c. 787. "Dane vikings" (3.301 [45:12]) were involved in subsequent invasions. Scandinavian power was not broken until the early eleventh century.

Ben
Underline
From Thomas Moore's (1779-1852) "Let Erin Remember the Days of Old": "Let Erin remember the days of old I Ere her faithless sons betrayed her; I When Malachi wore the collar of gold I Which he won from the proud invader; I When her kings, with standard of green unfurled, I Led the Red Branch Knights to danger / Ere the emerald gem of the western world I Was set in the crown of a stranger." Malachi (948-1022), high king of Ireland, was instrumental in the tenth and eleventhcentury struggle to dislodge the Scandinavian invaders. Malachi took the "collar of Tomar" from the neck of a Danish chieftain whom he had defeated.

Ben
Underline

Ben
Underline
A u torc" (torque) is a collar of twisted metal worn by ancient Gauls, Britons, and Irish, The Danish invaders of Ireland wore metal bodyarmor (coats of mail and helmets with visors), thereby outmatching the Irish, and what the Irish called the "dark blue" or "blue~green coats" of mail frequently had reversed battleaxes emblazoned on the chest (like a collar of tomahawks?).

Ben
Underline
In 1331 Dublin was suffering from a great famine, when "a prodigious shoal of fish called Turlehydes was cast on shore at the mouth of the Dodder near the mouth of the Liffey. They were from 30 to 40 feet long, and so thick that men standing on each side of one of them could not see those on the other. Upwards of 200 of them were killed by the people" (Tlwm's 1904; p. 2092). 

Ben
Underline
For famine, see the preceding note and 2.269n. Plague: the maior European epidemic of the Black Plague occurred between 1334 and 1351. In the "Dublin Annals" section of Thorn's 1904, the entry for 1348 cites "a great pestilence [that] raged through many parts of the world, and carried off vast numbers in Dublin" (p. 2092). Some authorities estimate that the population of Ireland, already ravaged by indiscriminate slaughter during the Bruce invasion (1314-18) and in the prolonged anarchy of its aftermath (see 3.31314n), was reduced by onehalf in the second half of the fourteenth century. 

Ben
Underline
In 1338 there was "a severe frost from the beginning of December to the beginning of February, in which the Liffey was frozen so hard that the citizens played at football, and lit fires on the ice" (Thorn's 1904, p. 2092). Though this seems to be the date Stephen has in mind, the Liffey was again frozen over in 1739 "so that the people amused themselves on the ice" (p. 2096). Proreus: 3.30214  59 

Ben
Underline
After the English folk song: "There was a Jolly Miller I Once lived on the River Dee. , . I care for nobody, no not I ! And nobody cares for me." 

Ben
Underline
Stephen envisions himself as Acteon, who, because he interrupted Diana while she was bathing, was transformed into a deer and hunted down by his own dogs. The deer or roebuck is also a traditional symbol of the hidden secret of the self. In Celtic mythology its epithet is "Hide the Secret." See 3.33637n and 9.953n. Compare lines 8388 of Joyce's "The Holy Office" (1904): "Where they have crouched and crawled and prayed! I stand, the selfdoomed, unafraid, ! Unfellowed, friendless and alone, / Indifferent as the herringbone, I Firm as the mountainridges where / I flash my antlers on the air." 

Ben
Underline
Latin: meditating on terrible things.

Ben
Underline
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern describe themselves to Hamlet as fortune's "privates" (IIji.238), and they are, of course, at least dupes if not knaves. In Antony and Cleopatra, after Antony's death (and Octavius Caesar's victory), Cleopatra contemplates the meaninglessness of high rank: " 'Tis paltry to be Caesar. I Not being Fortune, he's but Fortune's knave, I A minister of her will" (Vii.24).

Ben
Underline
Edward Bruce (d. 1318), younger brother of Robert the Bruce (1274-1329). Robert was king of Scotland (1306-29), and as king he won Scotland's independence from England. Edward, after the battle of Bannockburn (1314), invaded Ireland in an ultimately unsuccessful attempt to likewise free Ireland from the English. He was "elected" king of Northern Ireland and subsequently murdered by the Irish as a "pretender." 

Ben
Underline
(1513-37), Lord Offaly, tenth earl of Kildare, called "Silken Thomas" because his retainers wore tokens of silk. He was left in charge as vicedeputy of Ireland when his father, who was lord deputy, went to England. Falsely informed that his father had been slain, Thomas renounced his allegiance to Henry VIII and declared war on Englanda quixotic revolt, because his power was limited and he had no powder and shot, at that time modern and necessary 60  Proleus: 3.31466 military supplies. The English caught up with him, and with five of his uncles he was hanged, drawn, and quartered at Tyburn. 

Ben
Underline
(c. 1474-99), a Yorkist pretender to the throne of Henry VII of England (by fraudulently claiming that he was Richard, duke of York, second son of Edward IV). He was supported by the AngloIrish lords of Ireland (particularly the Kildares). Captured by the English, he confessed his imposture and was semipardoned; but he couldn't leave well enough alone and got involved in another conspiracy, thereby earning his ticket to Tyburn.

Ben
Underline
The Simnel conspiracy (1486), also Yorkist. Richard Simons, a priest of Oxford, palmed off his ward, Lambert Simnel, aged eleven and the son of an Oxford joiner, as Edward, earl of Warwick, son of George, duke of Clarence, and thus heir to the throne of England. Simnel was crowned king as Edward VI in 1487 at the instigation of the AngloIrish lords (with a diadem borrowed for the occasion from a statue of the Virgin Mary in Christ Church Cathedral, Dublin). He invaded England and was captured by Henry VII on 16 June 1487 at the battle of Stoke; instead of being put to death he was made turnspit boy in the royal kitchen and later became royal falconer.

Ben
Underline
English dialect: "serving maids."

Ben
Underline
That is, Ireland, which supported the Yorkist pretenders to the throne of England in the fifteenth century and the Stuart pretenders from 1688 to 1745.

Ben
Underline
Mulligan

Ben
Underline
After Boccaccio's (1313-75) Decameron, Day 6, story 9. Guido Cavalcanti (c. 1250-1300), an Italian poet and a friend of Dante's, walks from the Church of San Michele in Florence to the Church of San Giovanni, where some acquaintances find him brooding among the tombs. They say: "Let us go and plague him" (to ally himself with them). "Guido you refuse to be of our society; but, when you have found out that there is no god, what good will it have done you?" Guido answers: "Gentlemen, you may use me as you please in your own house." After Guido leaves, his mockers finally understand the nature of Guido's witty rebuke: "Consider, then, these arches are the abode of the dead, and he calls them our house to show us that we ... are, in comparison with him and other men of letters, worse than dead men." Thus, the word Stephen omits, "House of . . . ," is decay or death. 

Ben
Underline
One of a small group of rocks near the north shore of Dalkey Island in Dublin Bay, The island is just off the southeast headland of the bay. 

Ben
Underline
German: "Naturally." 

Ben
Underline
Stephen translates the dog on the beach into the language of heraldry: tenney: tenne, orange, or tawny; m'ppant: applied to a buck or stag when passant, or walking; proper: in natural colors; unattired: without antlers (unusual in heraldry because it would imply impotence). By contrast, the crest of Ireland: on a wreath or (gold) and azure (blue) a tower triple towered of the first; from the portal a harl (stag, buck) springing (hindlegs on ground, forelegs extended), argent (silver), attired (with antlers), and hoofed gold. 

Ben
Underline
Obsolete for walrus.

Ben
Underline
In Irish mythology the ninth wave out from land was considered to be a magical boundary.



 

them, dropping on all fours, again reared up at them with mute bearish fawning. 
Unheeded he kept by them as they came towards the drier sand, a rag of wolf’s tongue 
redpanting from his jaws. His speckled body ambled ahead of them and then loped off at a 
calf’s gallop. The carcass lay on his path. He stopped, sniffed, stalked round it, brother, 
nosing closer, went round it, sniffling rapidly like a dog all over the dead dog’s bedraggled 
fell. Dogskull, dogsniff, eyes on the ground, moves to one great goal. Ah, poor dogsbody! 
Here lies poor dogsbody’s body. 
 
―Tatters! Out of that, you mongrel! 
 
The cry brought him skulking back to his master and a blunt bootless kick sent him 
unscathed across a spit of sand, crouched in flight. He slunk back in a curve. Doesn’t see 
me. Along by the edge of the mole he lolloped, dawdled, smelt a rock. and from under a 
cocked hindleg pissed against it. He trotted forward and, lifting again his hindleg, pissed 
quick short at an unsmelt rock. The simple pleasures of the poor. His hindpaws then 
scattered the sand: then his forepaws dabbled and delved. Something he buried there, his 
grandmother. He rooted in the sand, dabbling, delving and stopped to listen to the air, 
scraped up the sand again with a fury of his claws, soon ceasing, a pard, a panther, got in 
spousebreach, vulturing the dead. 
 
After he woke me last night same dream or was it? Wait. Open hallway. Street of harlots. 
Remember. Haroun al Raschid. I am almosting it. That man led me, spoke. I was not 
afraid. The melon he had he held against my face. Smiled: creamfruit smell. That was the 
rule, said. In. Come. Red carpet spread. You will see who. 
 
Shouldering their bags they trudged, the red Egyptians. His blued feet out of turnedup 
trousers slapped the clammy sand, a dull brick muffler strangling his unshaven neck. With 
woman steps she followed: the ruffian and his strolling mort. Spoils slung at her back. 
Loose sand and shellgrit crusted her bare feet. About her windraw face hair trailed. Behind 
her lord, his helpmate, bing awast to Romeville. When night hides her body’s flaws calling 
under her brown shawl from an archway where dogs have mired. Her fancyman is treating 
two Royal Dublins in O’Loughlin’s of Blackpitts. Buss her, wap in rogues’ rum lingo, for, O, 
my dimber wapping dell! A shefiend’s whiteness under her rancid rags. Fumbally’s lane 
that night: the tanyard smells. 
 
     White thy fambles, red thy gan 
     And thy quarrons dainty is. 
     Couch a hogshead with me then. 
     In the darkmans clip and kiss. 
 
 Morose delectation Aquinas tunbelly calls this, Frate Porcospino. Unfallen Adam rode and 
not rutted. Call away let him: Thy quarrons dainty is. Language no whit worse than his. 
Monkwords, marybeads jabber on their girdles: roguewords, tough nuggets patter in their 
pockets. 
 
Passing now. 
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Ben
Underline
Spousebreach: adultery. John de Trevisa, Bartholomeus (de Glanvilla) De Proprietalibus Rerum 18:66 (trans. 1398): "Leopardus is a cruel beast and is gendered in spousebreche of a parde and of a lionas" (quoted in the Oxford English Dictionary). 

Ben
Underline
(7638-09), caliph of Baghdad, enlightened monarch and Oriental despot whose reign was for the most part successful, his empire prosperous. He was a lover of luxury and pleasure and a patron of learning and the arts. He is reputed to have disguised himself and wandered among his people to keep himself aware of their moods and concerns. Many of the tales of the Arabian Nights are set during his caliphate. 

Ben
Underline
Stephen's dream involves the Hebraic "rule" that the firstfruits of the land were to be brought to the holy place of God's choice and there presented to the priest, whose perquisite the firstfruits were (Deuteronomy 26:211). During their wanderings in the wilderness, the children ofIsrael complain, "our soul is dried away"; the standard gloss suggests that "the people lust for flesh," and among other fruits, they long for melons (Numbers 11:46). See 4.21OlIn. 

Ben
Underline
Gypsies, once thought to have been Egyptian in origin. In the passage that follows Stephen associates gypsy language with seventeenthcentury cant; see 3.38184n. 

Ben
Underline
A "free woman" held in common by a tribe of gypsies.

Ben
Underline
"Go away to London"; Rome (or rum) means "firstrate." 

Ben
Underline
A man who is fancied as a sweetheart; or a man who lives on the income of a prostitute. 

Ben
Underline
Two soldiers from the Royal Dublin Fusiliers. 

Ben
Underline
Apparently a "shebeen," an unlicensed bar or public house, in Black Pitts, a street in southcentral Dublin (in the rundown area called the Liberties) . 

Ben
Underline
"Wap" means to make love; "rum lingo" is noted talk; "dimber, wapping dell" is a pretty, loving wench. 

Ben
Underline
The second stanza of "The Rogue's Delight in Proteus: 3.36792  61 Praise of His Strolling Mort," in Richard Head's The Canting Academy (London, 1673). In seventeenth century underworld cant "fambles" means hands; "gao" is mouth; "quarrons," body; "Couch a hogshead" is to lie down and sleep; "darkmans" is night. First stanza: ~'Doxy oh! Thy Glaziers shine / As Glymmar by the Salomon, / No Gentry Mort hat prats like thine I No Cove ere wapp'd with such a one." Seventh stanza: "Bing awast to Romeville then / o my dimber wapping Dell, I We'e1  wipes Brand out, a voiceover proclaims: "GOD IS LOVE'" 

Ben
Underline
The sin of letting the mind dwell on evil thoughts. See St. Thomas Aquinas, Summa Theologica, Prima Secundae, Query 31, article 2, and Query 74, artiele 6. 

Ben
Underline
Because the St. Thomas of medieval legend was so bigbellied that tables had to be cut out to fit around his stomach.

Ben
Underline
Italian: "the porcupine monk" or "Brother Porcupine"; that is, Aquinas's argument is prickly and difficult to attack. 

Ben
Underline
According to tradition, before the Fall sexual intercourse was without lust.

Ben
Underline
The beads of their rosaries, since the rosary includes a cycle of fifteen Hail Marys among its prayers.



 

 
A side eye at my Hamlet hat. If I were suddenly naked here as I sit? I am not. Across the 
sands of all the world, followed by the sun’s flaming sword, to the west, trekking to 
evening lands. She trudges, schlepps, trains, drags, trascines her load. A tide westering, 
moondrawn, in her wake. Tides, myriadislanded, within her, blood not mine, Oinopa 
Ponton, a winedark sea. Behold the handmaid of the moon. In sleep the wet sign calls her 
hour, bids her rise. Bridebed, childbed, bed of death, ghostcandled. Omnis caro ad te 
veniet. He comes, pale vampire, through storm his eyes, his bat sails bloodying the sea, 
mouth to her mouth’s kiss. 
 
Here. Put a pin in that chap, will you? My tablets. Mouth to her kiss. 
 
No. Must be two of em. Glue em well. Mouth to her mouth’s kiss. 
 
His lips lipped and mouthed fleshless lips of air: mouth to her moomb. Oomb, allwombing 
tomb. His mouth moulded issuing breath, unspeeched: ooeeehah: roar of cataractic 
planets, globed, blazing, roaring wayawayawayawayaway. Paper. The banknotes, blast 
them. Old Deasy’s letter. Here. Thanking you for the hospitality tear the blank end off. 
Turning his back to the sun he bent over far to a table of rock and scribbled words. That’s 
twice I forgot to take slips from the library counter. 
 
His shadow lay over the rocks as he bent, ending. Why not endless till the farthest star? 
Darkly they are there behind this light, darkness shining in the brightness, delta of 
Cassiopeia, worlds. Me sits there with his augur’s rod of ash, in borrowed sandals, by day 
beside a livid sea, unbeheld, in violet night walking beneath a reign of uncouth stars. I 
throw this ended shadow from me, manshape ineluctable, call it back. Endless, would it be 
mine, form of my form? Who watches me here? Who ever anywhere will read these 
written words? Signs on a white field. Somewhere to someone in your flutiest voice. The 
good bishop of Cloyne took the veil of the temple out of his shovel hat: veil of space with 
coloured emblems hatched on its field. Hold hard. Coloured on a flat: yes, that’s right. Flat 
I see, then think distance, near, far, flat I see, east, back. Ah, see now! Falls back 
suddenly, frozen in stereoscope. Click does the trick. You find my words dark. Darkness is 
in our souls do you not think? Flutier. Our souls, shamewounded by our sins, cling to us 
yet more, a woman to her lover clinging, the more the more. 
 
She trusts me, her hand gentle, the longlashed eyes. Now where the blue hell am I 
bringing her beyond the veil? Into the ineluctable modality of the ineluctable visuality. She, 
she, she. What she? The virgin at Hodges Figgis’ window on Monday looking in for one of 
the alphabet books you were going to write. Keen glance you gave her. Wrist through the 
braided jesse of her sunshade. She lives in Leeson park with a grief and kickshaws, a lady 
of letters. Talk that to someone else, Stevie: a pickmeup. Bet she wears those curse of 
God stays suspenders and yellow stockings, darned with lumpy wool. Talk about apple 
dumplings, Piuttosto. Where are your wits? 
 
Touch me. Soft eyes. Soft soft soft hand. I am lonely here. O, touch me soon, now. What 
is that word known to all men? I am quiet here alone. Sad too. Touch, touch me. 
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Ben
Underline
This passage begins a poetic improvisation on the closing phase of the lyric drama H elias (1821) by Percy Bysshe Shelley (1792-1822), and on Adam and Eve's departure westward from Eden after the Fall in Genesis 3. In his drama, Shelley celebrates the "intense sympathy" he feels for the cause of Greek liberty and the promise of the Greek war of independence, which began in March of 1821 and in which Shelley saw the dawn of a new Golden Age (though the war was to conclude with only ambiguous liberty for the Greeks ten years after Shelley's death). Lines 102349 (of the 1101line drama): "SEMICHORUS I: Darkness has dawn'd in the East / On the noon of time: / The deathbirds descend to the feast, I From the hungry clime. I Let Freedom and Peace flee far I To a sunnier strand, I And follow Love's folding stat I To the Evening land! II SEMICHORUS II: The young moon has fed / Her exhausted horn, / With the sunset's fire: / The weak day is dead, I But the night is not born; / And, like loveliness panting with wild desire I While it trembles with fear and delight, I Hesperus flies from awakening night, I And pants in its beauty and speed with light / Fast flashing, soft and bright. / Thou beacon of lovel thou lamp of the free! I Guide us far, far away, I To climes where now, veil'd by the ardour of day / Thou art hidden I From waves on which weary nooo, / Faints in her summer swoon, I Between Kingless continents sinless as Eden, / Around mountains and islands inviolably / Prankt on the sapphire sea," The final chorus of Shelley's lyric drama celebrates the "golden years" that are to "return" with the liberation of Greece: "A new Ulysses leaves once more / Calypso for his native shore" (107576). The "sun's flaming sword" suggests the aftermath of the Fall in Genesis 3:24: "So he [God] drove out the man; and he placed at the east of the garden of Eden Cherubims, and a flaming sword which turned every way, to keep the way of the tree of life," 

Ben
Underline
The verbs are all synonyms; in sequence: English (Anglo· Saxon root), Yiddish, from Shlepn, French, English (AngloSaxon root), and Italian, The reference is to Eve, whose load of "sorrow" was "greatly multiplied" by the Fall (Genesis 3: 16).

Ben
Underline
Homeric Greek: "wine·dark sea"; see l.78n. 

Ben
Underline
Transposed from the Angelus (a prayer offered by peasants at 6:00 A.M., noon, and 6:00 P.M,): "Behold, the handmaid of the Lord. Be it done to me according to Thy will," after Luke 1:38. The sea (the "mighty mother") is, of course, the "handmaid of the moon" as Mary (Stella Maris) is the Star of the Sea.

Ben
Underline
Latin: "All flesh will come to thee"; after Psalms 65: 12 (Vulgate 64: 12): "Praise waiteth for thee, 0 God, in Sian: and unto thee shall the vow be performed. 0 thou that hearest prayer, unto Thee all flesh shall come." This passage is part of the Introit (the entrance chant) of the requiem, or funeral, mass,

Ben
Underline
Stephen's poem (see 7.52225 [132:1215]) is a soupedup (Caming Academy) version of the last stanza of "My Grief on the Sea," a poem translated from the Irish by Douglas Hyde (18601949) in his Love Songs o/Connacht (Dublin, 1895), p. 31. Hyde's stanza reads: "And my love came behind me / He came from the South; / His breast to my bosom, I His mouth to my mouth." Bat: in the Middle Ages the bat was symbolic of black magic, darkness, and rapacity and was a portent of peril or tOfment. In FinnoUgric tradition, the bat is one of the forms the soul takes when it leaves the body during sleep, and in alchemy the bat is the dragon, the primordial enemy. 3.399 (48:4). My tablets  Hamlet, momentarily deranged by the psychological impact of the Ghost and its message, writes an aphorism about villainy and his uncle in his notebook: "My tablesmeet it is I set it down" (I. v. 107)

Ben
Underline
After John 1:5; see 2.160n. 

Ben
Underline
Delta is a relatively inconspicuous star (of the third mag· nitude) in the constellation Cassiopeia, a W in the northern skies. See 9.92832n. Delta is at the bottom of the left hand loop of the W. 

Ben
Underline
The Roman augur's rod, the liIUUS, was a staff without knots, curved at the top. It was one of the prin· cipal insignia of the augur's office and was used to define the templurn, the consecrated sectors of the sky within which his auguries (observations of the omens given by birds) were to be made. For "ash," see 1.528n. Stephen has, as he recalls (9.1206 [217:31]), "watched the birds for augury" in A Portrait 5:C.

Ben
Underline
See 2.747Sn. 

Ben
Underline
Answer: 13.124647 (381:1819). 

Ben
Underline
Not only writing on paper but also birds (as the augur sees them) against the sky.

Ben
Underline
George Berkeley; see 3.4n. In his Essay Towards a New Theory 0/ Vision (Dublin, 1709), Berkeley argued that "the proper objects of sight are not without the mind; nor the images of anything without the mind," and that since what we actually see we see as "fiat," distance is not something that is seen but something that is thought. 

Ben
Underline
As described in Exodus 26:3135, the veil acts as a multicolored screen between the outer "holy place" and "the most holy" (behind the veil). And the veil is rent at the moment of Jesus' death (Matthew 27:51). Berkeley argued that Vision is the Language of the Author of Nature" (The Theory of Vision [London, 1733], section 38); in other words, the visible world is like a screen with signs on it, a screen that God presents to be read and thought rather than seen. Thus, the signs on the screen could be regarded as something taken out of one's head (or hat). A "shovel hat" was worn by some Church of Ireland and Church of England clergy in the eighteenth century. 

Ben
Underline
Hodges, Figgis & Co., Ltd., booksellers and publishers, 104 Grafton Street (in the southeast quadrant of Dublin between Trinity College and St. Stephen's Green). 

Ben
Underline
A street (and the local name of an area) south of the Grand Canal on the then~suburban outskirts of metropolitan Dublin.

Ben
Underline
Echoes Stephen's friend Davin, whose notable experience with a pick up is recalled by Stephen in A Portrait 5 :A. Davin addresses Stephen as Stevie, "the homely version of his christian name.

Ben
Underline
A corset with garters; "curse of God" because it functioned as a chastity belt (?). 

Ben
Underline
Italian: "rather."

Ben
Underline
See 9.42930n and 9.4303 In.



 

 
He lay back at full stretch over the sharp rocks, cramming the scribbled note and pencil 
into a pock his hat. His hat down on his eyes. That is Kevin Egan’s movement I made, 
nodding for his nap, sabbath sleep. Et vidit Deus. Et erant valde bona. Alo! Bonjour. 
Welcome as the flowers in May. Under its leaf he watched through peacocktwittering 
lashes the southing sun. I am caught in this burning scene. Pan’s hour, the faunal noon. 
Among gumheavy serpentplants, milkoozing fruits, where on the tawny waters leaves lie 
wide. Pain is far. 
 
And no more turn aside and brood. 
 
His gaze brooded on his broadtoed boots, a buck’s castoffs, nebeneinander. He counted 
the creases of rucked leather wherein another’s foot had nested warm. The foot that beat 
the ground in tripudium, foot I dislove. But you were delighted when Esther Osvalt’s shoe 
went on you: girl I knew in Paris. Tiens, quel petit pied! Staunch friend, a brother soul: 
Wilde’s love that dare not speak its name. His arm: Cranly’s arm. He now will leave me. 
And the blame? As I am. As I am. All or not at all. 
 
In long lassoes from the Cock lake the water flowed full, covering greengoldenly lagoons 
of sand, rising, flowing. My ashplant will float away. I shall wait. No, they will pass on, 
passing, chafing against the low rocks, swirling, passing. Better get this job over quick. 
Listen: a fourworded wavespeech: seesoo, hrss, rsseeiss, ooos. Vehement breath of 
waters amid seasnakes, rearing horses, rocks. In cups of rocks it slops: flop, slop, slap: 
bounded in barrels. And, spent, its speech ceases. It flows purling, widely flowing, floating 
foampool, flower unfurling. 
 
Under the upswelling tide he saw the writhing weeds lift languidly and sway reluctant 
arms, hising up their petticoats, in whispering water swaying and upturning coy silver 
fronds. Day by day: night by night: lifted, flooded and let fall. Lord, they are weary; and, 
whispered to, they sigh. Saint Ambrose heard it, sigh of leaves and waves, waiting, 
awaiting the fullness of their times, diebus ac noctibus iniurias patiens ingemiscit. To no 
end gathered; vainly then released, forthflowing, wending back: loom of the moon. Weary 
too in sight of lovers, lascivious men, a naked woman shining in her courts, she draws a 
toil of waters. 
 
Five fathoms out there. Full fathom five thy father lies. At one, he said. Found drowned. 
High water at Dublin bar. Driving before it a loose drift of rubble, fanshoals of fishes, silly 
shells. A corpse rising saltwhite from the undertow, bobbing a pace a pace a porpoise 
landward. There he is. Hook it quick. Pull. Sunk though he be beneath the watery floor. 
We have him. Easy now. 
 
Bag of corpsegas sopping in foul brine. A quiver of minnows, fat of a spongy titbit, flash 
through the slits of his buttoned trouserfly. God becomes man becomes fish becomes 
barnacle goose becomes featherbed mountain. Dead breaths I living breathe, tread dead 
dust, devour a urinous offal from all dead. Hauled stark over the gunwale he breathes 
upward the stench of his green grave, his leprous nosehole snoring to the sun. 
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Ben
Underline
A tidal pool off Sandymount. 

Ben
Underline
(c. 34097), bishop of Milan and one of the most famous of the church fathers, particularly noted as a hymnologist and composer of church music.

Ben
Underline
Latin: "day and night it [the Creation] groans over wrongs"; from St. Ambrose's Commentary on Romans, specifically on Romans 8:22, "For we know that the whole creation groaneth and travaileth in pain together until now," 

Ben
Underline
John Dryden (1631-1700) in Mac Flecknoe (1682) describes the "brothel houses" of the Barbican in London: "Scenes of lewd loves, and of polluted joys / Where their vast courts the mother~strumpets keep, / And, undisturbed by watch, in silence sleep" (lines 7173). The mockheroic of Dryden's lines is sustained by a parody of two lines from Abraham Cowley's (161867) unfinished biblical epic Davideis (1656): "Where their vast Courts the MotherWaters keep, / And undisturb'd by Moon in Silence sleep."

Ben
Underline
From Ariel's song about drowned Alonso (who has actually been rescued) in The Tempest (l.ii.397403): "Full fathom five thy father lies, / Of his bones are coral made, I Those are pearls that were his eyes. / Nothing of him that doth fade I But doth suffer a sea change I Into something rich and strange. I Sea nymphs hourly ring his knelL"

Ben
Underline
See 1.67374n. "High Water at Dublin Bar" is the phrase Thorn's 1904 uses in its tidetables (pp. Sff.). The coroner's official verdict for an accidental drowning, and hence the newspaper headline,

Ben
Underline
This sounds suspiciously like an allusion or part of a nursery rhyme, but I've been unable to locate a satisfactory source. Two possibilities: in Milton's Paradise Lost, as Sin and her son Death approach earth after the Fall: "behind her [Sin} Death I Close following pace for pace, not mounted yet / On his pale horse" (l0:S8890). In Shakespeare's Pericles, when Pericles enters "wet" from shipwreck, three fishermen speak briefly of the "poor souls" they could not save from the wreck, and one of them says he knew the storm was coming "when I saw the porpas how he bounc'd and tumbled" (lIj.2324).

Ben
Underline
Line 167 of Milton's "Lycidas"; see 2.S7n.

Ben
Underline
Stuart Gilbert (James Joyce's "Ulysses" [New York, 1952]) p. 128) cites this as "a variant of the kabalistic axiom of metempsychosis" (as well as an allusion to the protean ebb and flow of living matter); "a stone becomes a plant, a plant an animal, an arumal a man, a man a spirit, and a spirit a god," But Stephen's sequence also has an internal logic of its own: "God becomes man" (as God in one of the three persons of the Trinity became man as Jesus Christ); "man becomes fish" (as the fish is an iconographic symbol for Christ in the early Christian church); "fish becomes barnacle goose" (after the medieval belief that barnacle geese were not born from eggs but from barnacles, "at first gummy excrescences from pine beams floating in the waters, and then enclosed in shells to secure a free growth .... Being in process of time well covered with feathers, ... they take their flight in the free air H) (Giraldus Cambrensis, Topography of Ireland, quoted in T. H. White, The Bestiary: A Book of Beasts [New York, 1960], pp. 26768); "barnacle goose becomes featherbed mountain" (as goose feathers are used to make featherbeds, and Featherbed Mountain is in the Dublin Mountains south of Dublin). 

Ben
Underline
The Latin (from Genesis 1:31) reads, "And God saw [the works he had made] and they were exceedingly good": God's words at the end of the six days of creation, before the "first sabbath." "And on the seventh day God ended his work which he had made; and he rested on the seventh day from all his work which he had made" (Genesis 2:2). 

Ben
Underline
From the song "You're as Welcome as the Flowers in May," words and music by Dan J. Sullivan: "Last night I dreamed a sweet, sweet dream; I I thought I saw my home, sweet home, I And oh! how grand it all did seem, I I made a vow no more to roam. I By the dear old village church I strolled, / While the bell in the steeple sadly tolled, / I saw my daddy old and gray, / I heard my dear old mother say: [Chorus:] You're as welcome as the flowers in May, I And we love you in the same old way; I We've been waiting for you day by day I You're as welcome as the flowers in May." 

Ben
Underline

Ben
Underline
This passage improvises on Stephane Mallarrne's (1842-98) eclogue "L'apresmidi d'un faune" (1876-77). Mallarmes poem evokes an atmosphere thick with the heat of "l'heure fauve" (the tawny hour) and "heavy with foliage." The faun dreams of nymphs "traced by my shuttered glances." At the poem's end: "Oh certain punishment ... But no,the spirit empty of words, and this weighed-down body late succumb to the proud silence of midday; no more lying on the parched sand, forgetful of the blasphemy, I must sleep, in my chosen way, wide-mouthed to the wine-fostering sun!" (trans. Frederick Morgan, in An Anthology of French Poetry from Nerval to Valery in English Translation, ed. Angel Flores [New York, 1958], p. 156). Stephen's "pain is far" counters the ambiguous presence of pain-in-pleasure in Mallarme's poem. Noon is "Pan's hour" because that is when the Greek nature-god reached the peak of his daily activity. Noon is also Proteus's hour because it is then, as he composes himself for sleep, that Menelaus seizes him (The Odyssey, Book 4). 

Ben
Underline
Latin: literally, ua triple beat or stroke"; figuratively, "a measured stamping, leaping, jumping, dancing"; in ritual, "a solemn religious dance."

Ben
Underline
After a poem by Oscar Wilde's friend Lord Alfred Douglas, "Two Loves," published in The Chameleon, a little magazine at Oxford: "'I am true Love, I fill / The hearts of boy and girl with mutual flame.' / Then sighing said the other, 'Have thy will, I I am the Love that dare not speak its name.'" In 1895 Wilde brought a libel action against the eighth marquess of Queensberry, Lord Alfred Doug M las's father, claiming that the marquess had accused him of homosexual practicesat that time a serious criminal offense. The marquess's lawyer exploited the poem in a successful defense against the libel suit. In the course of the trial Wilde said: "The 'Love that dare not speak its name' in this century is such a great affection of an elder for a younger man as there was between David and Jonathan .... It is that deep, spiritual affection that is pure as it is perfect." After he lost the libel suit, Wilde was arrested, tried, convicted, and sentenced to two years in prison.

Ben
Underline
In Henrik Ibsen's Brand (1866; trans. G. M. Gathorne Hardy [Seattle, 1966]), Brand announces at the end of Act II, scene ii, "My claim is 'nought or all,'" a claim Joyce labeled "will~glorification" (CW, p. 54), In Act III, scene i, armed with his "awful slogan," Brand refuses to visit and absolve his dying mother, just as Stephen has refused to pray at his mother's deathbed in the interim between A Portrait of lhe Artist as a Young Man and Ulysses. In Act IV, Brand's refusal to compromise causes first his son's death, and then his wife's while he is en route to his final estrangement from his congregation in Act V. At the end of the play, as the avalanche wipes Brand out, a voiceover proclaims: "GOD IS LOVE'"



 

 
A seachange this, brown eyes saltblue. Seadeath, mildest of all deaths known to man. Old 
Father Ocean. Prix de Paris: beware of imitations. Just you give it a fair trial. We enjoyed 
ourselves immensely. 
 
Come. I thirst. Clouding over. No black clouds anywhere, are there? Thunderstorm. 
Allbright he falls, proud lightning of the intellect, Lucifer, dico, qui nescit occasum. No. My 
cockle hat and staff and hismy sandal shoon. Where? To evening lands. Evening will find 
itself. 
 
He took the hilt of his ashplant, lunging with it softly, dallying still. Yes, evening will find 
itself in me, without me. All days make their end. By the way next when is it Tuesday will 
be the longest day. Of all the glad new year, mother, the rum tum tiddledy tum. Lawn 
Tennyson, gentleman poet. Gia. For the old hag with the yellow teeth. And Monsieur 
Drumont, gentleman journalist. Gia. My teeth are very bad. Why, I wonder. Feel. That one 
is going too. Shells. Ought I go to a dentist, I wonder, with that money? That one. This. 
Toothless Kinch, the superman. Why is that, I wonder, or does it mean something 
perhaps? 
 
My handkerchief. He threw it. I remember. Did I not take it up? 
 
His hand groped vainly in his pockets. No, I didn’t. Better buy one. 
 
He laid the dry snot picked from his nostril on a ledge of rock, carefully. For the rest let 
look who will. 
 
Behind. Perhaps there is someone. 
 
He turned his face over a shoulder, rere regardant. Moving through the air high spars of a 
threemaster, her sails brailed up on the crosstrees, homing, upstream, silently moving, a 
silent ship. 
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Ben
Underline
The death Tiresias prophesies for Odysseus, "a seaborne death, soft as this hand of mist') (The Odyssey, 11: 13435; Fitzgerald, p. 201).

Ben
Underline
Grand Prix de Paris, French: "Great Prize ofParis"the most important event in the French horseracing calendar. The prize itself in 1904 amounted to 250,000 francs; see 2.3013n. Stephen is, of course, punning on "the prize of Paris," because Paris, by giving the golden apple to Aphrodite, started the Trojan War and ultimately faced Odysseus with the possibility of "sea death." However, another version of the Helen of Troy story, derived from the Greek poet Stesichorus (c. 632<. 552 B.C.), may be relevant in view of 3.48384n. In that version only a ghost, or "imitation," of Helen went to Troy with Paris, while Proteus: 3.47488  65 the real Helen remained faithful to Menelaus and sat out the Trojan War under the protection of King Proteus of Egypt. 

Ben
Underline
Just you give it a fair trial  These advertising slogans suggest that the phrase Prix de Part's is also a tradefair award, which a manufacturer will then use in promotion of his product. 3.485 (50:23). I thirst  Jesus says this on the cross "that the scripture might be fulfilled" (John 19:28). Thus, "thunderstorm" (3.486 [50:24]) is suggested by the cataclysm after the Crucifixion; and the thunderstorm in turn suggests the fall of Satan. 

Ben
Underline
Lucifer means the bearer of light, thus "all bright." "I beheld Satan as lightning fall from heaven" (Luke 10: 18).

Ben
Underline
Latin: "The morning star, I say, who knows no setting." Stephen borrows the phrase from the Catholic service for Holy Saturday, the Easter vigil, "a festival of light, and a festival of baptismal water and of baptism itself." The phrase occurs near the end of the Exultet, a chant in praise of the paschal candle, "acclaiming the light of the risen Christ" (Layman's Missal [Baltimore, Md., 1962], pp. 492,495). But there is some ambiguity here, as Joan Keenan points out, because the morning star sometimes refers to Christ"I [Jesus] am ... the bright and morning star" (Revelation 22: 16)and sometimes to Satan"How art thou fallen from heaven, 0 Lucifer, son of the morning" (Isaiah 14: 12). 

Ben
Underline
Cf. the ballad Ophelia sings when she runs mad: "How should I your true love know I From another one? I By his cockle hat and staff / And his sandal shoon" (Hamlet IV.v. 2326). The cockle hat (with a scallop shell as a sign of pilgrimage) and the staff suggest the conventional metaphor of the lover as pilgrim. Another allusion to Ophelia's ballad may be relevant here, namely the last stanza, in effect the envoi, of George Gordon, Lord Byron's (1788-1824) Childe Harold's Pilgrimage (1818): "Farewell! a word that must be, and hath been / A sound which makes us linger;yetfarewell! / Ye! who have traced the Pilgrim to the scene I Which is his last, if in your memories dwell I A thought which once was his, if on ye 66  Proteus: 3.488505 swell! A single recollection, not in vain I He wore his sandalshoan and scallopshell; I Farewell! with him alone may rest the pain, I If such there werewith you, the moral of his strain!" (canto 4, stanza 186).

Ben
Underline
Summer began in Dublin on Tuesday, 21 June 1904, at 9:00 P.M.

Ben
Underline
From Alfred, Lord Tennyson's "The May Queen" (1833). First verse: "You must wake and call me early, call me early mother dear; I Tomorrow'll be the happiest time of all the glad Newyear; I Of all the glad Newyear, mother, the maddest merriest day; / For I'm to be Queen 0' the May, mother, I'm to be Queen 0' the May." The poem, retitled "Call Me Early, Mother Dear (For I'm to Be Queen of the May)," was set to music by Dempster. 

Ben
Underline
Lawn tennis was a genteel version of the modern gamein contrast to court tennis, which was then regarded as a rigorous, demanding, and masculine game. Alfred, Lord Tennyson (180992), the official "great poet" of the Victorian age, succeeded Wordsworth as Poet Laureate. Critical reaction to the disproportion of elaborate prosody to often rather flimsy subject matter caused his reputation to rapidly decline in his last years, and his stature as an important poet has only been reestablished in recent times. 

Ben
Underline
Italian: "Already." As Ste· phen uses the word here, "Gia ... Gia," it is an expression of impatience: "Let's go ... Let's go." 

Ben
Underline
Teeth are the "primigenial weapons of attack"; thus their loss or decay is symbolic of "fear of castration or of complete failure in life, or inhibition" 0. E. Cirlot, A Dictionary of Symbols, trans. Jack Sage [New York, 1972], p. 332).

Ben
Underline
See I. 708n. 3.503 (51:4). rere regardant  In the language of heraldry: "with head rurned, looking back over the shoulder." See 3.33637n. 

Ben
Underline
The schooner Rosevean, announced in "Shipping News," Freeman's Journal, 16 June 1904, as "from Bridgewater with bricks"; see 10.109899 (249:3536) and 16.45051 (625:1314). Bridgewater is just west of Bristol in southwestern England; it was well known for its manufacture of Bath bricks (scouring bricks used to clean knives and polish metal). The three "crosstrees" recall Calvary Hill, where Jesus was crucified: "Then were tWO thieves crucified with him, one on the right hand, and another on the left" (Matthew 27:38).  
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